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The LIHTC program, established under the Tax Reform Act of 1986, is the largest source of federal assistance for developing affordable rental housing and cost an estimated $8 billion in forgone revenue in 2014. LIHTC encourages private equity investment in low-income housing through tax credits. HFAs receive an annual allocation of tax credits and competitively award the credits to owners of qualified projects. GAO was asked to review the administration and oversight of the program. This report addresses, among other things, (1) IRS oversight of LIHTC and (2) how LIHTC administration and oversight compare with that of other tax credit programs. GAO reviewed regulations and guidance for monitoring HFAs and taxpayers; analyzed information on IRS audits of HFAs; reviewed selected programs that award tax credits similarly to LIHTC; and interviewed IRS, HUD, and HFA officials.

What GAO Found

Internal Revenue Service (IRS) oversight of the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) program has been minimal. Specifically, since 1986 IRS conducted seven audits of 56 state housing finance agencies (HFA) on which IRS relies to administer and oversee the program. (HFAs are state-chartered authorities established to meet affordable housing needs.) Federal internal control standards call for monitoring to be performed continually in the course of normal operations and be ingrained in agency operations. Oversight of HFAs has been minimal, partly because LIHTC is viewed as a peripheral program in IRS in terms of its mission and priorities for resources and staffing. Without such reviews, IRS cannot determine the extent of noncompliance and other issues at HFAs.

IRS jointly administers other programs: the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit with the National Park Service and the New Markets Tax Credit with the Community Development Financial Institutions Fund in the Department of the Treasury. The federal agencies that work with IRS to oversee these programs have missions consistent with the purposes of these programs; they also conduct monitoring, report on performance, and collect data. For example, officials of both agencies told GAO that staff routinely conduct site visits and other project reviews. In these cases, IRS also is able to benefit from the other federal agencies’ policy and subject-matter expertise. Likewise, the Department of Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD) experience in administering affordable housing programs and working with HFAs may benefit IRS in its administration and oversight of the LIHTC program. More specifically, HUD relies on state and local housing agencies (including HFAs) to implement its programs and already has processes and procedures in place to oversee them. Although GAO and others have identified weakness in HUD’s program evaluation and oversight activities, HUD has taken steps to address some of these issues and its existing processes and procedures constitute a framework on which further changes and improvement can be made. Moreover, IRS is not well positioned to oversee LIHTC. Since 1990, IRS has been on GAO’s high-risk list due to significant capacity challenges and incomplete monitoring of tax law enforcement. IRS’s budget has been reduced by 10 percent and enforcement program performance and staffing levels have declined since 2010.

Joint administration with HUD could better align program responsibilities with each agency’s mission and more efficiently address existing oversight challenges. Under joint administration, IRS could retain responsibilities consistent with its mission (as it does in the other two tax credit programs). For example, IRS could continue to enforce taxpayer compliance. Assigning oversight responsibilities to HUD could involve additional resources for HUD. For LIHTC and the other two programs, GAO found that each used different mechanisms to fund administrative responsibilities. For instance, Historic Rehabilitation uses fees to fund its program, including oversight, while New Markets requests funding through annual appropriations. The level of resources that would be needed to perform an adequate level of oversight of HFAs is not known. An estimate of potential costs and funding options for financing enhanced federal oversight of the LIHTC program could benefit the agency involved and provide useful information to Congress.

What GAO Recommends

Congress should consider designating HUD as a joint administrator of the program. HUD’s role should include oversight responsibilities (such as regular monitoring of HFAs) to help address deficiencies GAO identified. Treasury agreed HUD could be responsible for analyzing the effectiveness of LIHTC, with IRS continuing to enforce tax law. HUD and IRS did not comment on the matter for congressional consideration. HUD supported consideration of a structure for enhanced interagency coordination. The association representing HFAs disagreed with the matter. GAO maintains that joint administration would strengthen program oversight.
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July 15, 2015

The Honorable Charles E. Grassley  
Chairman  
Committee on the Judiciary  
United States Senate  

Dear Senator Grassley:

The Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) program, established under the Tax Reform Act of 1986, is the largest source of federal assistance for developing affordable rental housing and cost an estimated $8 billion in forgone revenue in 2014. The program encourages private-equity investment in low-income housing through tax credits and is administered by one federal agency and state agencies—the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and state housing finance agencies (HFA). HFAs are state-chartered authorities established to meet the affordable housing needs of the residents of their states and administer a wide range of affordable housing and community development programs. Each state receives an annual allocation of LIHTCs, determined by statutory formula according to population.1 HFAs then competitively award the tax credits to owners of qualified rental housing projects that reserve all or a portion of their units for low-income tenants.2 Developers typically attempt to obtain funding for their projects by attracting third-party investors that are willing to contribute equity to the projects; the project investors then can claim the tax credits.

---

1We use “annual allocation of LIHTCs” in lieu of the statutory term, “state housing credit ceiling.” The state housing credit ceiling is the aggregate amount of housing credit allocations that may be made in any calendar year by HFAs in the state and may not exceed the state’s housing credit ceiling for such calendar year. The housing credit ceiling for each state for calendar year 2015 is the greater of $2.30 multiplied by the state’s population or $2,680,000. A state’s population for any calendar year is determined by reference to the most recent census estimate (whether final or provisional) released by the Bureau of the Census before the beginning of the calendar year for which the housing credit ceiling is set.

2We use “LIHTC” or “tax credits” rather than the statutory term, “housing credit dollar amount,” which is defined as an HFA’s apportionment of the state housing credit ceiling for such year.
We and others have observed that severe resource constraints could affect the ability of IRS to administer its programs.\textsuperscript{3} In a February 2015 report, we found that IRS staffing reductions and other budget issues affected the number of tax return examinations conducted.\textsuperscript{4} For example, IRS’s appropriations declined below fiscal year 2009 levels, affecting staff levels (a reduction of 9 percent since 2009) and examinations.

You asked us to review how the LIHTC program is administered and identify any oversight issues. This report (1) discusses how the LIHTC program is administered; (2) evaluates processes for overseeing the LIHTC program; and (3) compares the administration of other tax credit programs with LIHTC.

To determine how the LIHTC program is administered, we reviewed IRS regulations and guidance; documentation on the role of HFAs, investors, and syndicators in the LIHTC program; and specific monitoring requirements of other federal programs that also may be funding sources for projects with LIHTCs, such as the Home Investment Partnerships (HOME) program and the project-based Section 8 rental assistance program.\textsuperscript{5} We interviewed the National Council of State Housing Agencies (NCSHA) and reviewed relevant documents for information to illustrate the number of LIHTC units that contain other federal funding. We chose this group because it represents HFAs and advocates for affordable housing. We also interviewed officials from IRS, Department of

\textsuperscript{3}Senate Committee on Appropriations, Subcommittee on Financial Services and General Government, \textit{Review of the President’s Fiscal Year 2016 Funding Request for the Department of the Treasury and the Internal Revenue Service}, 114th Cong., 1st sess., March 3, 2015; testimony of J. Russell George, Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration. For the same hearing, also see testimony of Nina E. Olson, National Taxpayer Advocate.


\textsuperscript{5}Syndicators are intermediaries that connect developers seeking equity investments in an LIHTC project with investors and charge a fee for overseeing the investment transaction. HOME is administered by HUD, and provides formula grants to localities and states to fund activities that build, buy, or rehabilitate affordable housing for rent or homeownership or provide direct rental assistance to low-income people. HUD’s project-based Section 8 rental assistance program provides rental subsidies for eligible tenant families. All such assistance is project-based, meaning that HUD commits the subsidy for the assisted units of a particular property for a contractually determined period.
the Treasury (Treasury), Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), and two HFAs on program administration.6

To evaluate processes for overseeing the LIHTC program, we reviewed IRS policies and guidance including how HFAs and taxpayers are selected for review.7 We reviewed federal internal control standards to identify key activities that help ensure that the program is addressing requirements and that appropriate actions are taken to address program risks.8 We also reviewed strategic and annual reports of IRS, Treasury, and HUD to identify any program goals and performance measures on the LIHTC program. We analyzed information contained in IRS’s Low-Income Housing Credit database from December 2005 to August 2014. We assessed the reliability of the database and determined that data reliability issues impeded our analysis, as discussed further in this report. Therefore, we limited our discussion to the type of information collected, the extent to which the information was collected, and potential analysis that could be conducted if the data were more complete and accurate. We also interviewed officials and reviewed documents at IRS, Treasury, HUD, and two HFAs on IRS processes for overseeing the program.

To compare the administration of other tax credit programs with the LIHTC program, we reviewed other tax credit programs administered by IRS to identify those most similar in purpose and structure to LIHTC. We focused on the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit and New Markets Tax Credit programs because both are aimed at encouraging community development and are jointly administered by IRS and another federal agency—the Department of Interior’s National Park Service (NPS) and Treasury’s Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFI) Fund,

---

6 We conducted interviews at the Georgia HFA and Illinois HFA to determine how the program was administered. We selected these two HFAs based on prior work conducted at these locations for other GAO reports on the Tax Credit Assistance Program (TCAP) administered by HUD, and the Grants to States for Low-Income Housing Projects in Lieu of Low-Income Housing Credits (Section 1602) program administered by Treasury. Our prior work is relevant because it assessed HFA administration and oversight of these programs and because we discuss TCAP and 1602 in this report. We also selected these sites because of their proximity to GAO locations. We have additional work under way on HFAs.

7 IRS began conducting HFA audits in 2003. We reviewed audits of HFAs conducted from 2003 to 2014.

respectively. We reviewed prior GAO reports about each program. In addition, we reviewed HUD’s role in affordable housing, including its work with HFAs. We interviewed officials at the Departments of Interior and Treasury, and at the CDFI Fund on the administration of the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit and New Markets Tax Credit programs. Appendix I contains additional details about our scope and methodology.

We conducted this performance audit from February 2014 through July 2015 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

The LIHTC program replaced older tax incentives, such as accelerated depreciation—that allowed taxpayers to deduct the costs of assets faster than their value actually declined—with a federal-state program in which HFAs receive LIHTC allocations of credits and award the credits to specific projects that meet requirements of Section 42 of the Internal Revenue Code (code). Prior to the establishment of LIHTC, federal housing assistance generally involved subsides or grants administered by

---


1026 USC §§ 42(h)(3),(m).
HUD to construct new affordable housing and to make rents affordable in existing rental housing.

An LIHTC project owner can develop new housing or acquire and rehabilitate existing housing. The projects can be apartments, single-family housing, single-room occupancy, or permanent and transitional housing for the homeless. The project may include units for low-income households and market-rate units. The amount of credit received is based on the number of low-income units.

The project owners—the taxpayers receiving LIHTCs—agree to set aside a certain percentage of the units with rents that are affordable to qualifying low-income households for at least 30 years. A project must reserve at least 20 percent of the available units for households earning up to 50 percent of the area’s median gross income (adjusted for family size), or at least 40 percent of the units for households earning up to 60 percent of the area’s median gross income (adjusted for family size). HUD and Treasury officials noted that in practice, LIHTC projects usually exceed these minimum affordability requirements by setting aside nearly all of their units for low-income households.

In return, taxpayers can earn a tax credit over a 15-year period (the compliance period) if they meet the affordability requirements, but can claim the credit over an accelerated time frame (the 10-year credit period), beginning in the year in which the property is placed in service (ready for occupancy) or, if the taxpayer chooses, the succeeding taxable year. If IRS can recapture (take back) some or all of the credits received by taxpayers if the taxpayers have not met the requirements during the compliance period. In addition, properties awarded credits after 1989 must comply with the affordability requirements for at least another 15 years (the extended use period) but are no longer subject to recapture.

Projects are considered placed in service on the date on which the first unit in the building is ready and available for occupancy under state or local law. The amount of credit the taxpayer can claim each year is determined by the following calculations: (1) eligible basis x applicable fraction = qualified basis; and (2) qualified basis x applicable percentage = annual credit amount. The eligible basis is the total allowable costs associated with depreciable costs in the residential rental project. The applicable fraction is the portion of rental units that are qualified low-income units in relation to total residential rental units. The applicable percentage is the discount factor needed to limit the annual credit to the present value of either 70 or 30 percent of the qualified basis, depending on the characteristics of the housing.
after the compliance period. HFAs may impose longer affordability restrictions on properties than the minimum 30-year period. The three time periods begin on the same day—the first day of the tax year in which the building is placed in service, or if taxpayers elect, the beginning of the following tax year. The allowable credit may be reduced (in part or in whole) for the tax year if taxpayers were not compliant with the code requirements. Taxpayers also may be subject to the recapture of credits claimed in prior years.

LIHTC is administered by IRS and state HFAs. To promote compliance with LIHTC program requirements, IRS is the federal entity responsible for (1) enforcing taxpayer compliance and (2) overseeing HFAs’ implementation of the program. All 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, American Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, and the U.S. Virgin Islands have HFAs that receive LIHTC allocations.

HUD’s role includes mandatory and voluntary data collection on the LIHTC program. More specifically, the agency has collected information on tenant characteristics, as mandated by the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008. In addition, since 1996, HUD has voluntarily collected LIHTC project-level data because of the importance of these credits as a source of funding for low-income housing. HUD also has a role in designating difficult development areas and qualified census tracts. Figure 1 provides an overview of the LIHTC process and participants.

12 HFAs and the taxpayers enter into an extended use agreement at the start of the credit period.

13 In 2008, with the passage of the Housing and Economic Recovery Act, HFAs were required to submit annual data to HUD on race, ethnicity, family composition, age, income, use of rental assistance under Section 8(o) of the United States Housing Act of 1937 or other similar assistance, disability status, and monthly rental payments of households residing in each property receiving Low-Income Housing Tax Credits. HUD also was required to make the data it receives available to the public and does so through the LIHTC databases (http://lihtc.huduser.org/).

14 A difficult development area is defined as “any area designated by the Secretary of HUD as an area which has high construction, land, and utility costs relative to area median gross income.” 26 U.S.C § 42(d)(5)(B)(iii)(l). HUD updates the list of such areas annually. For example, see, 79 Fed. Reg. 59854 (Oct. 3, 2014). Qualified census tracts are designated by the Secretary of HUD and include tracts in which either 50 percent or more of households have income below 60 percent of the area median gross income or the poverty rate is at least 25 percent. 26 U.S.C § 42(d)(5)(B)(ii)(l).
HFAs competitively award credits. HFAs competitively award tax credits to developers or owners of qualified projects that reserve all or a portion of their units for low-income tenants. HFAs award the credits in accordance with qualified allocation plans (QAP) that outline states’
Developers apply to HFAs for tax credits. To apply for tax credits, a developer must submit a detailed proposal to an HFA. To qualify for consideration, a project must meet certain requirements, such as reserving specified percentages of available units for lower-income households and restricting rents for these households to 30 percent of a calculated income limit.

Investors provide equity and receive tax benefits. Developers typically attempt to obtain funding for their projects by attracting third-party investors willing to contribute equity financing (up-front cash) to projects. The developer sells an ownership interest in the project to one or more investors, or in some instances, to a syndicator acting as a broker between the developer and investor(s). Tax credit investors can be individuals, but the vast majority of investments have come from corporations, either investing directly or through private partnerships. Although investors buy an interest in an LIHTC partnership, this process is commonly referred to as buying tax credits because the investors receive tax credits in return for their investment (providing that the building is developed and operated according to code requirements).

Syndicators pool projects, recruit investors, and provide services. Syndicators, when involved, are intermediaries that often administer tax credit deals and charge a fee for overseeing the investment transaction. Syndicators pool several projects into one tax-credit equity fund and recruit investors willing to become partners in LIHTC partnerships. The investor, as a limited partner, has a large ownership percentage in the property but otherwise is not directly involved in project development. Syndicators provide legal and accounting services required to pool the tax credits, monitor projects for the investors, and sometimes fund reserves for legal and administrative costs.

The QAP describes the HFA’s compliance with Section 42 requirements. For instance, it should show that the HFA gave preference to projects that serve the tenants with the lowest incomes, serve qualifying tenants for the longest period of time, and are located in a qualified census tract and the development of which contributes to a concerted community revitalization plan.

We will issue a subsequent report on the role of syndicators and the costs of the LIHTC program.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IRS Offices Involved in LIHTC Program Oversight</th>
<th>IRS administers the LIHTC program primarily within one division, with assistance from other offices and units (see fig. 2).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>· The Small Business/Self-Employed Division (SB/SE) primarily administers the LIHTC program.</td>
<td>One full-time program analyst develops internal protocols, provides technical assistance to HFAs, and provides community outreach to industry groups and taxpayers (developers/owners and investors).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· In related activities, one staff member in the Low-Income Housing Credit compliance unit (compliance unit) assists in determining if tax returns may warrant an audit. An additional 5.6 full-time equivalents, also from the compliance unit, assist in reconciling LIHTC forms from HFAs and taxpayers to identify potential inconsistencies and populate IRS’s Low-Income Housing Credit database. The database has been used to record information from certain IRS forms submitted by HFAs and taxpayers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· The Office of Chief Counsel, within the Commissioner’s office, provides technical assistance for the LIHTC program and determines the amount of credit available for the national pool—the amount of unused housing credit carryovers allocated to qualified states for a calendar year from a pool of unused credit. According to IRS officials, six attorneys work part-time on the LIHTC program.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17 IRS’s Large Business and International Division assigned one analyst to perform part-time functions in the LIHTC program, as needed.

18 Compliance unit staff assist other IRS units and the 5.6 full-time equivalents do not necessarily spend all their time on LIHTC tasks. A full-time equivalent is a measure of staff hours equal to those of an employee who works 2,080 hours per year, or 40 hours per week for 52 weeks.
Figure 2: IRS Organizational Chart for the LIHTC Program, as of May 2015
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IRS administers the LIHTC program by developing regulations and guidance and is responsible for overseeing HFAs and taxpayer compliance. HFAs award tax credits to qualified projects, determine the credit amounts needed for financial feasibility of the projects, and monitor project compliance. The design of the LIHTC program can result in other entities—private and public—providing additional types of monitoring of LIHTC projects; examples include investors and syndicators performing due diligence in relation to a project’s viability and eligibility for tax credits.

IRS administration of the LIHTC program involves developing and publishing regulations and guidance as well as overseeing compliance on the part of HFAs and taxpayers. The IRS Office of Chief Counsel, with assistance from Treasury’s Office of Tax Policy, develops and publishes regulations and guidance based on requirements in the code. Published guidance may include revenue rulings and procedures, notices, and announcements. Other guidance for the program includes an Audit Technique Guide for Completing Form 8823—the report on noncompliance or building disposition, on which HFAs record findings after inspecting projects—and an Audit Technique Guide for Low-Income Housing Credit. The guide for completing form 8823 includes specific instructions for HFAs on when desk audits, site visits, and file reviews are to be performed; how to complete the form; and guidelines for determining noncompliance in areas such as health and safety standards, rent ceilings, income limits, and tenant qualifications. The purpose of the guide is to provide standardized operational definitions of noncompliance categories. The Low-Income Housing Credit guide is a manual developed to assist IRS examiners who conduct audits of taxpayers receiving LIHTCs. The guide discusses topics ranging from examination techniques to specific issues pertinent to the LIHTC program.

IRS oversight covers allocation of LIHTCs by HFAs and taxpayer compliance (see fig. 3). One full-time analyst monitors the program with assistance from the compliance unit. The compliance unit staff review

---

19The audit technique guide for form 8823 was last updated in January 2011. According to IRS officials, the first Low-Income Housing Credit Audit Technique Guide was introduced in 1999. IRS released updated guidance in 2014 to internal and external stakeholders. See Audit Technique Guide, IRC §42, Low-Income Housing Credit (Rev. 09-2014) and Audit Technique Guide, Guide for Completing Form 8823, Low-Income Housing Credit Agencies Report of Noncompliance or Building Disposition (Rev. 01-2011).
information on three IRS forms that are the basis of LIHTC program reporting for HFAs and taxpayers. IRS is responsible for reviewing the forms and using them to determine whether program requirements have been met. Specifically, IRS compliance unit staff and the program analyst review the following:

- Compliance unit staff review information on credit allocation and certification (form 8609). The two-part form is completed by the HFA and the taxpayer. HFAs report the allocated amount of tax credits available over a 10-year period for each building in a project. The taxpayer reports the date on which the building was placed in service. IRS staff use a checklist to record information that might warrant additional review by the program analyst, such as discrepancies in the number of tax credits the HFA and the taxpayer reported. They also enter the information from this form in IRS’s Low-Income Housing Credit database.

- The compliance unit uses a checklist to review noncompliance or building disposition (form 8823). HFAs must complete the form after conducting an on-site physical inspection of an LIHTC project if any noncompliance is found. All projects must be inspected by HFAs at least every 3 years (including at least 20 percent of low-income units). The form records any findings (and corrections of previous findings) based on the inspection of units and review of the low-income certifications. According to IRS’s guide for completing form 8823, when findings are identified by HFAs and reported to IRS, the compliance unit must notify the owner of the noncompliance issues. In addition, the compliance unit determines if the identified noncompliance may warrant consideration of a taxpayer audit by IRS. If so, the compliance unit will forward an audit consideration package for the program analyst’s review. The program analyst then determines the audit potential of the taxpayer. If an audit were needed, the program analyst would forward the audit package to the relevant IRS audit examination division—such as SB/SE—and monitor the status of the audit.

- The compliance unit staff review the allocations each HFA reports as having been made on the HFA annual report (form 8610) to ensure allocations do not exceed a statutorily prescribed ceiling for that year. IRS officials stated that the Office of Chief Counsel reviews all the 8610s and reports the state housing credit ceiling in published guidance for the upcoming year. HFAs also use the form to report whether they have met certain program requirements, such as confirming that their QAPs contain monitoring procedures and
affirming the completion of LIHTC project monitoring. HFAs generally complete the form by the end of February of each year. The program analyst then reviews the information and follows up with HFAs as necessary.
IRS relies on HFAs to administer and oversee the LIHTC program in their states. In addition to awarding tax credits to qualified projects, HFAs are responsible for:

- determining the amount of credit needed for the financial feasibility of each project and its viability as a qualified low-income housing project through the 10-year credit period. HFAs make determinations (1) when the application is received, (2) when the allocation of the credit is completed, and (3) when the building is placed in service and the taxpayer submits a final cost certification.

- monitoring LIHTC properties for compliance with program requirements (for example, health and safety standards, rent ceilings, income limits, and tenant qualifications). Findings from HFA monitoring are provided to IRS on noncompliance or building disposition (form 8823). Taxpayer noncompliance with LIHTC requirements may result in IRS denying claims for the credit in the current year or recapturing—taking back—credits claimed in prior years.

Once IRS monitoring of LIHTC projects ends after year 15, HFAs have sole authority to monitor compliance for at least another 15 years, and the taxpayer must ensure that the project continues to meet program requirements, as defined in the project’s extended use agreement with the HFA. If a project were found to be noncompliant, the HFA could take action, such as litigation under state law.

The design of the LIHTC program (for instance, the roles of investors and syndicators) can result in other entities—private and public—providing additional types of monitoring of LIHTC projects. Investors and syndicators not only provide financing for LIHTC projects, but also provide project oversight to help ensure that they receive the expected tax credits over the designated period. For instance, an LIHTC investor needs to make sure the property is suitable for occupancy and rented to qualified low-income families at restricted rents during the initial 15-year period. To mitigate risk before investing, the investor and syndicators will underwrite...
and screen properties for quality and sustainability. For example, the investor may ensure the development team has adequate resources to build and operate the property and that mechanisms are in place to avoid foreclosure. Additionally, because of the amount of capital that can be involved in projects, investors may require additional testing and auditing beyond what is required by the program. Investors and syndicators also may maintain a list of properties to more closely monitor based on identified performance measures. However, findings from investors and syndicators typically are not shared with the public or federal agencies, according to Treasury officials.

LIHTC projects also can receive funds from other federal programs and be subject to monitoring requirements of those programs—for example, HUD’s HOME and project-based Section 8 rental assistance programs.21 According to a 2012 industry survey of HFAs with LIHTC projects that received other federal funds, an average of about 20 percent of the units received HOME funds and an average of about 18 percent received project-based Section 8 rental assistance.22 The monitoring conducted for the other programs provides additional information that could be useful for IRS in monitoring LIHTC projects. However, IRS officials stated they do not review findings on HFAs that other programs identified but rather focus on ensuring completion and submission of IRS tax forms. Examples of monitoring requirements from these programs include the following:

- For HOME, HUD requires that participating jurisdictions conduct on-site physical inspections of projects every 1, 2, or 3 years, depending on the size of the project. These site visits also require reviews of

---

21HOME is administered by HUD, and provides formula grants to localities and states to fund activities that build, buy, or rehabilitate affordable housing for rent or homeownership or provide direct rental assistance to low-income people. HUD’s project-based Section 8 rental assistance program provides rental subsidies for eligible tenant families.

22National Council of State Housing Agencies, State HFA Factbook: 2012 NCSHA Annual Survey Results (Washington, D.C.: 2014). Not all 54 HFAs surveyed responded to all questions. We determined the data were reliable for the purpose of reporting on other funding sources for LIHTC projects. More specifically, 47 of 51 HFAs responded that a percentage of LIHTC units received HOME funds and 36 of 50 HFAs said a percentage of LIHTC units received project-based Section 8 funds. Projects also may include funds from the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program (an average of 3 percent of units received these funds); Department of Agriculture’s Multifamily Direct Rural Rental Housing loans—Section 515 (an average of 5.6 percent of units received these funds); and Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit (an average of 3.6 percent of units received these funds).
program and project files. HUD approves the use of grant funds by reviewing a state or locality’s consolidated plan, which identifies needs, sets priorities, determines resources, and sets goals.

- For project-based Section 8 rental assistance, performance-based contract administrators (entities such as HFAs and public housing authorities) assist HUD in overseeing individual Section 8 properties and ensure that properties are in compliance with HUD policies. The contract administrators must perform annual management and occupancy reviews for all their assigned properties and conduct monthly reviews of all payment vouchers submitted by property owners. For example, the contract administrators conduct on-site reviews of property owners’ tenant information files and ensure property owners provide complete and accurate tenant data to HUD. HUD’s oversight of the contract administrators can include reviews of status reports of performance-based administrators and annual compliance reviews, which determine the compensation of the contract administrator.23

In addition to specific program requirements, HUD program participants must comply with several federal civil rights requirements, including the Fair Housing Act and Americans with Disabilities Act.24 Such requirements prohibit discrimination in the administration of housing subsidies and require buildings to be designed and constructed in an accessible manner, located in appropriate sites and neighborhoods, and marketed equally to all potential tenants. For certain requirements, officials told us that HUD routinely monitors program participants. For others, HUD uses an administrative complaint procedure to identify candidates for reviews. HUD’s monitoring consists of a combination of file reviews and site visits.

HFAs also have used funding from the Tax Credit Assistance Program (TCAP), administered by HUD, and the Grants to States for Low-Income Housing Projects in Lieu of Low-Income Housing Credits (Section 1602) program, administered by Treasury. The LIHTC program was severely

23HUD pays performance-based contract administrators an incentive fee if they performed above a minimum quality level as determined by HUD or reduces their fee if they performed below it.

24Statutory authorities include the Fair Housing Act, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 109 of Title I of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
disrupted in 2008–2009 (in the midst of the financial crisis), when the demand for the credits and the price investors were willing to pay for them declined. TCAP and Section 1602 provided gap financing to fill the equity gap that resulted from lower LIHTC prices, allowing stalled “shovel-ready” projects to proceed.25 The two programs no longer actively fund new projects, but as of May 2015, compliance monitoring of funded projects remained ongoing.

The TCAP and 1602 programs require more compliance monitoring than traditional LIHTC projects; for example, of asset-management functions the HFAs perform.26 HUD and Treasury also have used a risk-based approach to monitor TCAP and 1602 projects. For example, HUD determined that TCAP projects that had less than $10,000 in LIHTC investment and no other federal funding sources might be at higher risk of noncompliance. HUD officials explained these TCAP projects were considered higher-risk due to the potential of less oversight from other private and public entities. Treasury reviewed HFAs for compliance in the first year of the Section 1602 program. Then Treasury used a risk-based approach to identify HFAs for subsequent reviews (they would merit additional monitoring if noncompliance issues were identified in the first review). Thereafter, on an annual basis during the compliance period, HFAs have to certify to Treasury that they performed all required compliance monitoring activities and report to Treasury the results of these activities for each project.

Finally, unlike LIHTC, some of these grant programs—HOME, project-based Section 8 rental assistance, and TCAP—are considered federal financial assistance by the Single Audit Act, and thus are subject to an

25 Price in LIHTCs refers to the amount an investor is willing to pay for the credit.

26 Asset management includes the many activities that relate to monitoring and planning for the long-term financial and physical health and viability of a project. For example, asset-management activities examine plans for addressing a project’s capital needs, changes in market conditions, and recommendations and implementation of plans to correct troubled projects. Asset managers are likely to take a much closer look at a project’s finances than HFAs would for long-term compliance monitoring. We previously recommended that Treasury assess the extent to which HFAs utilize information provided to them by project owners to ensure the long-term viability of buildings during the 15-year compliance period. GAO, Recovery Act: Housing Programs Met Spending Milestones, but Asset Management Information Needs Evaluation, GAO-12-634 (Washington, D.C.: June 18, 2012).
annual single audit by a third party. 27 Annual external audits must include a review of financial statements and internal controls and adherence to program compliance requirements.

**IRS Oversight to Identify and Address Compliance Issues Has Been Minimal**

IRS performed minimal oversight of HFAs, particularly in relation to reviewing QAPs and assessing HFA compliance. IRS conducted some audits of taxpayers claiming the tax credits, but does not have detailed information on the results of these audits. Moreover, IRS has not set goals or assessed performance for the program. Finally, data in IRS’s Low-Income Housing Credit database were not complete and reliable for assessing compliance.

**IRS Oversight of HFAs Has Been Minimal**

IRS oversight of HFAs has been minimal, particularly in terms of reviewing QAPs and conducting on-site or desk audits of HFAs. Federal internal control standards state that internal control helps program managers achieve desired results. 28 Monitoring, one of the internal control standards, should occur in the course of normal operations, be performed continually, and be ingrained in the agency’s operations.

IRS officials stated they did not regularly review QAPs as part of their compliance monitoring of the HFA annual report (form 8610). 29 IRS’s review of HFAs included a review of responses on the annual report related to compliance monitoring procedures in the QAP and frequency of monitoring conducted by the HFA. However, in addition to these requirements, the code includes requirements for selecting projects and ensuring a QAP is approved by the state governing agency. 30 Yet, IRS

27 Congress enacted the Single Audit Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 7501-7507, in 1984 for purposes that include promoting sound financial management for federal awards administered by nonfederal entities. The act requires states, local governments, and nonprofits expending $750,000 or more in federal awards in a year to obtain an audit in accordance with the requirements in the act. A single audit includes an audit and opinions on the fair presentation of the financial statements and testing of internal control over financial reporting and the entity’s compliance with program requirements.

28 GAO/AIMD-00-21.3.1.

29 We have been conducting an in-depth review of HFA QAPs for a forthcoming report on HFA oversight of LIHTC projects.

30 26 U.S.C. 42(m)(1)(A)-(C). In housing grant programs, such as HOME, HUD staff review consolidated plans before grant funds are awarded.
has not conducted regular reviews of QAPs to determine how HFAs interpreted the code to select projects, if the QAPs included the required compliance monitoring, or if the QAPs had been approved. As a result of minimal monitoring, IRS does not know the extent of compliance monitoring by HFAs, which limits its ability to determine if the HFAs appropriately awarded credits to projects.31

Moreover, IRS and Treasury were unclear about how to handle instances in which a QAP did not meet requirements in the code. Some Treasury and IRS officials stated that Treasury would have to invalidate all credits allocated to an HFA if the QAP did not meet requirements, which could affect awarded projects across multiple years. In contrast, IRS has reported in audit-related documents that an HFA’s authority to allocate tax credits should be revoked only when IRS determined that the HFA’s noncompliance was widespread and willful. The documents suggest that such revocation most likely would be applied prospectively to limit the tax consequences for taxpayers.

IRS has performed few on-site or desk audits of the 56 HFAs—it audited a total of 7 HFAs—from the program’s inception in 1986 through May 2015.32 According to an IRS summary report of all HFA audits conducted from 2003 to 2014, the agency generally selected which HFAs to audit based on press accounts and HFA self-reporting about lack of adherence with compliance requirements.33 IRS officials also stated that HFAs increasingly have missed the February 28 deadline to submit the annual

---

31 Internal Revenue Service, Chief Counsel Advice Memorandum 200913013 (Washington, D.C.: Mar. 27, 2009). Section 42(m)(1)(A)(i) provides that the housing credit for any building shall be zero unless the credit was allocated pursuant to a qualified allocation plan. One of the requirements for a qualified allocation plan under Section 42(m)(1)(B)(iii) is that the agency must monitor for compliance with the requirements of Section 42.

32 IRS categorizes the audits of the state HFAs as containing taxpayer protected data under Section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code. As such, we are omitting the state names and audit details. Federal tax information is kept confidential under Section 6103, except as specifically authorized by law. Information in a form that cannot be associated with or otherwise identify, directly or indirectly, a particular taxpayer is not federal tax information. Section 6103 specifies what federal tax information can be disclosed, to whom, and for what purpose. In general, federal tax information is collected and developed to administer tax law. However, this information can be useful for other purposes, such as to detect possible noncompliance with nontax criminal laws or administer other kinds of programs.

33 IRS began audits of HFAs in 2003.
report (form 8610) and often submit incomplete or inaccurate forms. The summary report recognized that conducting ongoing audits is a necessary component of LIHTC program administration. The report also notes continued audit presence would reinforce the importance of HFA compliance with requirements in the code and provide an opportunity for IRS to address deliberate noncompliance by HFAs.

The scope and methods of the reviews varied based on the types of noncompliance the IRS program analyst identified. For instance, on one audit the program analyst selected a sample of files on which to conduct an in-depth review of HFA compliance activities. In another, the program analyst enlisted the assistance of a field agent to review the HFA’s internal controls for record keeping and credit allocation, among other areas. The other audits were desk audits. Examples of the audit findings include the following:

- Written HFA policies conflicted with the requirements in the code or Treasury regulations.
- The QAP did not address all compliance requirements in the regulations or was outdated.
- Annual report to IRS had errors, such as incorrect credit allocations and overstated numbers of inspections and reviews.
- The HFA failed to submit form 8823 as required to report LIHTC noncompliance.
- Physical inspections and tenant file reviews were not completed as required and notifications to owners were not conducted as required.

All but one audit was closed at the time of our review.

IRS cited multiple reasons for not conducting regular reviews of QAPs and audits of HFAs. First, IRS officials stated that they did not regard a regular review of QAPs as a part of their compliance responsibilities. Second, IRS officials stated that because of other priorities the agency does not have a sufficient number of LIHTC staff or other assigned resources to conduct more audits of HFAs. IRS has statutory authority to collect up to a $100 annual penalty from each HFA failing to file a timely, accurate annual report. However, IRS officials said the agency concluded that penalty collection would not be cost-effective because more resources would be needed to collect the penalty than would be gained through collection and that increasing the penalty amount would require
statutory change. Third, IRS officials stated that they had considered involving IRS field office staff to conduct more HFA audits over the years, but due to competing demands at IRS, this did not occur. The lack of QAP reviews and audits of HFAs means that IRS is unable to determine the extent to which HFAs meet requirements for awarding tax credits and monitoring project compliance.

IRS Has Conducted Some Audits of Taxpayers Claiming LIHTCs but Does Not Have Detailed Information on Results of These Audits

IRS has conducted some audits of taxpayers claiming LIHTCs, but does not have detailed information on these audits. In a 1997 report, we found that IRS did not have an estimate of taxpayer compliance for the LIHTC program and recommended that IRS explore alternative ways to evaluate compliance with the requirements of the code by taxpayers. In 2000, IRS had completed a review of a sample of 402 audits of LIHTC taxpayers performed from 1995 through 1999 (an average of about 100 audits annually to determine a compliance level by taxpayers claiming the credit and types of noncompliance). According to IRS, the review did not find evidence of widespread noncompliance with the code. Officials also stated the agency had not updated this review since 2000—15 years ago—because IRS had been proceeding with the understanding that nothing had changed with the compliance level.

According to IRS, the agency completed 555 additional audits (an average of about 40 audits annually) of taxpayers claiming LIHTCs from 2001 through 2013. About 29 percent of these audits resulted in no change to the amount of credit claimed by the taxpayer or recapture of the credit. For the remaining audits, the taxpayer agreed to make changes to the credit claimed (about 24 percent); IRS no longer pursued the case (about 23 percent)—for example, because the statute of limitation was within 1 year of expiring; IRS continued to audit the taxpayer (about 10 percent); or IRS closed the case because the


35 In 1995, IRS instituted an audit program (including training, development of an audit technique guide, and results reporting) to determine whether taxpayers were entitled to the credits claimed on their returns. From 1995 to 1997, audits were selected based on HFA responses on the noncompliance or building disposition form (8823). The case selection process was changed in January 1997 to include a broader range of taxpayers claiming the credit that were identified based on the credit allocation and certification form (8609) and filed tax returns.
taxpayer disagreed with the audit results and requested adjudication (about 10 percent). According to IRS officials, competing audit priorities have limited the number of LIHTC taxpayer audits conducted.

Detailed information on the results of the audits of taxpayers claiming LIHTCs have not been shared with LIHTC staff. More specifically, IRS examiners have not provided information on types and trends in noncompliance or the amount of credit changed or recaptured. In June 2002, we concluded that tracking audit findings and identifying commonly occurring issues could be valuable in helping management evaluate agency oversight, monitor activities, and identify problem areas. Moreover, we have consistently stressed the importance of IRS conducting tax compliance research to understand the extent and causes of taxpayer noncompliance and use the results to review audit examination programs. LIHTC staff stated they have not maintained a database on outcomes of audits (such as types of and trends in noncompliance), the recapture of tax credits or adjustments of credit for compliance monitoring purposes, or coordinated within IRS to monitor recapture of the program credit. As a result, information on commonly occurring issues and reasons for taxpayer noncompliance related to the LIHTC program is not available to inform the program analyst responsible for overseeing the program.

**IRS Has Not Set Goals for LIHTC and Does Not Assess Performance**

Although IRS is the only federal agency responsible for overseeing LIHTC program compliance, it does not set goals or assess performance for the program. Federal internal control standards state activities need to be established to monitor performance measures and indicators, which includes comparing data so that analyses can be conducted, as appropriate. We previously reported that data availability was a challenge in assessing tax expenditure performance. IRS collects

---

36 The audit results were unknown for the remaining audits, generally older audits, due to data not being collected or recorded.
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limited data that it needs to administer and enforce the code. It does not use the information it collects to assess the housing production program, such as the number and location of LIHTC projects. (We discuss IRS’s Low-Income Housing Credit database in more detail later in this report.)

HUD’s role in the LIHTC program is generally limited to the collection of information on tenant characteristics (mandated by the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008). However, it has voluntarily collected project-level information on the program since 1996 because of the importance of LIHTC as a source of funding for affordable housing. HUD also has sponsored studies of the LIHTC program that use these data. HUD’s LIHTC databases, the largest federal source of information on the LIHTC program, aggregate project-level data voluntarily submitted by HFAs and the tenant characteristic information HUD must collect. In our December 2012 report on the LIHTC program, we found that HUD’s LIHTC databases were incomplete and missing data on many projects.41 We recommended HUD evaluate and implement additional steps to improve the database, which could improve the federal government’s ability to evaluate basic LIHTC program outcomes. HUD agreed and has since implemented our recommendation by taking steps to identify potential gaps in its database. For example, in December 2014, HUD published a report analyzing data it must collect on tenants residing in LIHTC properties.42 As part of this report, HUD compared property information in its tenant database to the information in its property database to help assess the completeness of both databases.

Furthermore, HUD has been limited in its ability to report complete information on how the LIHTC program contributed toward meeting agency priority goals and broader, federal housing goals. The Office of Management and Budget’s 2014 guidance on content for strategic plans, annual performance plans, and annual performance reports directs agencies to include tax expenditures in their identification of organizations

41Data were missing for three main reasons: (1) inconsistent reporting by HFAs; (2) lack of follow up by HUD with HFAs when data were inconsistent from previous years; and (3) delays because of timing (of when HFAs receive data). See GAO, Low-Income Housing Tax Credits: Agencies Implemented Changes Enacted in 2008, but Project Data Collection Could Be Improved, GAO-13-66 (Washington, D.C.: Dec. 6, 2012).

and programs that contribute to agency priority goals (areas of special focus as determined by the agency administration). HUD has strategic goals to meet the need for quality affordable rental homes and build strong resilient and inclusive communities. HUD also has a priority goal to preserve and expand affordable rental housing. HUD’s fiscal year 2013 annual performance report and 2015 annual performance plan included a performance measure that accounted for LIHTC projects with HUD-insured mortgages in its agency priority goal. Overall, HUD’s goals call for continuing to assist about 5.5 million households living in subsidized housing and serving approximately 62,000 additional households through affordable rental housing programs. However, officials said data used to support these goals do not include all LIHTC units, but only those units that have HUD mortgage insurance. HUD has a separate process for collecting LIHTC information for HUD-insured properties and does not rely on any of the existing databases on LIHTC.

In our May 2011 glossary on performance measurement and evaluation, we stated that performance measurement can serve as an early warning system to program management because of its ongoing nature and as a vehicle for improving performance and accountability to the public. Information about the extent to which an intended purpose has been met also can contribute towards broader evaluations of how well a program has been working and actions that could be taken to improve results. Basic information on results, such as the number and location of LIHTC projects, is limited. Without goals and performance measures, decision makers do not have sufficient information to assess the results or the effectiveness of the program as a tool to maintain affordable housing.

43 Tax expenditures are reductions in a taxpayer’s tax liability that result from special credits; deductions, exemptions, and exclusions from taxation; deferral of tax liability; and preferential tax rates. See Office of Management and Budget, Preparation, Submission, and Execution of the Budget, Part 6, Strategic Plans, Annual Performance Plans, Performance Reviews, and Annual Program Performance Reports, Circular No. A-11 (Washington, D.C.: July 2014, revised November 2014).


IRS Data Were Not Reliable to Assess Compliance and Taxpayer Protections Prevent HUD from Using IRS Data

Data on Credit Allocation and Certification Not Reliable

IRS had not comprehensively captured information reported for the program in its Low-Income Housing Credit database and the existing data were not complete and reliable. IRS guidance requires the collection of data on the LIHTC program in an IRS database. The IRS database records information submitted by HFAs and taxpayers on three forms—credit allocation and certification (form 8609), HFA report of noncompliance or building disposition (form 8823), and HFA annual reports (form 8610)—and IRS mainly uses the data to reconcile program information submitted and identify taxpayers for audit.

Based on our analysis of the information in the database, the data on credit allocation and certification information were not sufficiently reliable to determine if basic requirements for the LIHTC program were being achieved. Federal internal control standards state that effective information technology management is critical to achieving useful, reliable, and continuous recording and communication of information. However, our electronic testing of IRS data found instances in which allocation dates and placed-in-service dates were incorrectly entered in the database, which highlighted problems with how the data elements were entered into the database from paper forms. Automatic edit checks to ensure that the date fields entered are reasonable were not fully implemented, although IRS’s database user guide describes the use of such checks. Officials stated they did not become aware that the edit checks were not working until our assessment of the data. The programming of the edit checks contained errors, which prevented them from working correctly. IRS officials agreed that these problems should be corrected and data quality reviews conducted on an ongoing basis. Because IRS has not regularly assessed the credit allocation and certification information (form 8609) for errors and conducted management review of the data, we could not determine how often LIHTC projects were placed in service within required time frames. Without improvements to the data quality of credit allocation and certification information, it is difficult to determine if credit allocation and placed-in-

---

46 The database was upgraded in November 2008, after it was taken offline in 2005 due to issues with the database program. Data from 1986 to 2005 were incorporated in the database when it was upgraded.

47 We received records contained in IRS’s Low-Income Housing Credit database from December 2005 to August 2014.

48 GAO/AIMD-00-21.3.1.
service requirements have been met by HFAs and taxpayers, respectively.

Moreover, we found IRS guidance requires information from the HFA report of noncompliance or building disposition (form 8823) and the HFA annual reports (form 8610) to be captured in the Low-Income Housing Credit database. However, based on our review of the database, the information was partially captured for the noncompliance form and not captured for the HFA annual reports.

- More specifically, we could not determine the types or frequency of project noncompliance from data available on the HFA reports on noncompliance or building disposition (form 8823). According to IRS, the agency has received approximately 168,000 noncompliance or building disposition forms since 2009 but the database included about 3,100 records (about 2 percent of records received). Officials told us the decision was made in 2008–2009 to input information only from forms that indicated a change in building disposition, such as the foreclosure of a project. IRS focused on forms indicating a change because of the serious nature of these occurrences for the program, the impacts on taxpayers’ ability to receive credit, and greater prevalence of these occurrences as a result of the economic downturn. Additionally, when IRS upgraded its database in 2008 a large backlog of un-entered information existed (the database was offline from 2005 to 2008); however, officials realized their operations were not affected by the lack of information. Officials further explained it was not cost-effective to input information received from all forms 8823 into the database because the need for trend analysis on all types of noncompliance was not useful for purposes of ensuring compliance with the tax code. However, officials stated they have not performed any cost estimates to determine the cost of inputting such information.

- The database does not contain information from HFA annual reports (form 8610). IRS officials stated there were plans to include this information in the database from 2009 to the present, but due to competing priorities for limited resources, it has not yet been added.
Statutory restrictions in the Internal Revenue Code prevent the disclosure of taxpayer information to other federal agencies, such as HUD, that may make more use of the data. For LIHTC, taxpayer protections restricting disclosure of taxpayer information generally prohibit IRS from sharing data it collects on the LIHTC program with HUD. HUD officials said they experienced difficulties obtaining data from IRS to help ensure the completeness of their data because of issues related to protections for taxpayer information. The code does not specifically give IRS the authority to provide information to HUD so that HUD can assess the completeness of the data it receives from HFAs on tenant characteristics or other data elements in HUD’s LIHTC database for the program.

Nevertheless, Congress has granted some statutory exceptions to the provisions relating to confidentiality while balancing the expectation of taxpayer privacy with the policy goals of efficient use of federal resources, public health and welfare, and law enforcement. IRS staff suggested internally that Congress create such an exception for the LIHTC program, authorizing IRS to provide HUD with protected information on LIHTC buildings and enabling HUD to assess the completeness of the LIHTC tenant information it collects. In that case, HUD could then review its databases, compare the information against the IRS data, determine what information it was missing on tenant characteristics, and follow up with the HFA as necessary. According to officials, neither IRS management nor Treasury (which must present all administration proposed tax legislation) has yet received this internal proposal.

---

49 Federal tax information is kept confidential under Section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code, except as specifically authorized by law.

50 HUD’s LIHTC databases are the federal government’s main source of information on LIHTC projects. With the passage of the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008, HUD was required to collect data on tenant characteristics, such as race and income. Pub. L. No. 110-289 § 2835(d). 122 Stat. 2874 (2008).

LIHTC Administration differs from some other tax credit programs that are jointly administered by IRS with another federal agency. The other federal agencies conduct monitoring, report on performance, collect data, and have missions consistent with the purposes of the programs. HUD’s experience in affordable housing and working with HFAs may benefit the LIHTC program. More specifically, HUD’s rental housing programs rely on state and local housing agencies (including HFAs) to implement programs. A greater involvement of HUD in the LIHTC program may help alleviate the oversight challenges cited in this report. But joint federal administration may require additional resources for HUD.

IRS Jointly Administers Some Tax Credit Programs with Other Federal Agencies

In some cases, IRS jointly administers tax credit programs with other federal agencies that provide key oversight and administrative support, such as monitoring, performance measurement, and data collection. Specifically, we identified two programs—the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit and the New Markets Tax Credit—in which federal administration of the programs is shared between IRS and another agency (see table 1 for overview).

Table 1: Overview of Administrative Structures, Monitoring, and Performance Measurement of Three Tax Credit Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Administrative structure</th>
<th>Low-Income Housing Tax Credit</th>
<th>Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit</th>
<th>New Markets Tax Credit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Federal entity (other than IRS) with formal administrative role</td>
<td>N/Aa</td>
<td>Technical Preservation Services (TPS) in the National Park Service</td>
<td>Community Development Financial Institutions Fund in the Department of the Treasury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State entity with formal administrative role</td>
<td>Housing finance agency (HFA)</td>
<td>State Historic Preservation Officer</td>
<td>N/A a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit program, we focused on the 20 percent tax credit for rehabilitating certified historic structures and did not include other tax credits (such as the 10 percent rehabilitation tax credit for nonhistoric structures) or tax deductions associated with donations of historic preservation easements. We selected the two programs in part because they shared several features with LIHTC: (1) the tax credits reduce a taxpayer’s federal tax liability as a result of that taxpayer’s investment in certain qualified assets or projects; (2) tax credits are awarded on the basis of a federal or state entity’s prior review, approval, or certification; and (3) these programs do not include other tax incentives, such as deductions and exemptions. For more information on our methodology, see appendix I.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low-Income Housing Tax Credit</th>
<th>Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit</th>
<th>New Markets Tax Credit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Private-sector entity</strong>&lt;br&gt;with an oversight role</td>
<td>Investors/Syndicators</td>
<td>Investors/Syndicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monitoring</strong></td>
<td>IRS audits of selected taxpayers claiming credit.</td>
<td>IRS audits of selected taxpayers claiming credit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Federal partner entity</strong></td>
<td>N/Aa</td>
<td>TPS conducts oversight of State Historic Preservation Officers, through approximately 25 work trips per year to states, which may involve on-site inspections of multiple projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State partner entity</strong></td>
<td>HFAs monitor LIHTC properties for compliance with program requirements through desk audits, site visits, and file reviews.b</td>
<td>State Historic Preservation Officers monitor projects during a 5-year compliance period. Frequency of monitoring is determined on an as-needed basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Private-sector partner entity</strong></td>
<td>Investors/syndicators may perform oversight of property management and operations to ensure compliance and viability of LIHTC property.</td>
<td>Investors/syndicators may perform oversight of property management and operations to ensure compliance and viability of property.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance measurement</strong></td>
<td>IRS</td>
<td>N/Aa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Federal partner entity</strong></td>
<td>N/Aa,c</td>
<td>TPS publishes annual reports and annual statistical reports; collaborates with Rutgers University on annual economic impact report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State partner entity</strong></td>
<td>N/Aa</td>
<td>N/Aa,d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Private-sector partner entity</strong></td>
<td>Unknowne</td>
<td>Unknowne</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of LIHTC, Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit, and New Markets Tax Credit information. | GAO-15-330

---

aNot applicable means that no requirement is in place.
bAt least once every 3 years, HFAs must perform on-site physical inspections for all buildings in a project and, for at least 20 percent of low-income units, inspect the units and review the income certifications of tenants.
cHUD collects data on LIHTC projects from HFAs, on a voluntary basis. In addition, HUD collects information on tenant characteristics as required by the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008. HUD also has an agency priority goal for preserving and expanding affordable housing and tracks LIHTC units occupied for this goal; however, the information included on LIHTC units is not complete.
Officials stated that State Historic Preservation Officers and their partners, although not required to do so, may have published reports on the economic impact and other public benefits of the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit in their states.

We did not review whether private-sector entities collect performance measures. As noted previously, LIHTC investors and syndicators monitor projects; however, according to Treasury officials, limited data are available to the public on this activity.

We discuss the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit and the New Markets Tax Credit programs in greater detail below, focusing on differences with how IRS oversees LIHTC—such as describing how the other federal entities monitor and assess program performance.

Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit. The National Park Service’s Technical Preservation Services (TPS) administers the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit program, which cost an estimated $580 million in forgone revenue in fiscal year 2014. TPS promulgates the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation (standards), to which renovation projects must conform to be eligible for rehabilitation tax credits. TPS, in consultation with State Historic Preservation Officers (SHPO), also reviews and approves proposed rehabilitation project designs, and (again in consultation with SHPOs) certifies completed rehabilitation projects as conforming to the standards and therefore eligible to claim the rehabilitation tax credit.

TPS officials explained that to administer the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit program, the agency currently relies on 17 full-time equivalent positions to staff the program and has a budget of approximately $3.2 million for fiscal year 2015. Additionally, TPS officials stated they planned to add 4–5 full-time equivalent positions to the program, for a total of 21 or 22. TPS officials explained that they work with IRS to coordinate elements of program administration, which include the issuance of regulations, the development of program information (such as on revenue procedures) for TPS’s website, and training for SHPOs. TPS also shares program data with IRS, including biannual reports of all program activity drawn from the project database for the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit, and information about issues and concerns surrounding an individual project’s eligibility for the credit.53

---

53 We did not audit the data collection processes for the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit or assess the completeness or accuracy of the data collected for the program.
New Markets Tax Credit Program

Congress established the New Markets Tax Credit to encourage investments in low-income communities that traditionally lack access to capital. The program provides investors (individuals, financial institutions, and other corporations) with a tax credit for investing in these communities. The investors can claim a credit equal to 39 percent of eligible investment spread over 7 years.

Source: GAO. | GAO-15-330

New Markets Tax Credit. The CDFI Fund, housed in Treasury, plays the lead role in administering the New Markets Tax Credit program, which had about $1 billion in forgone revenue in fiscal year 2014. The Fund certifies qualified organizations as Community Development Entities (CDE)—which are entitled to offer these tax credits to investors to attract private-equity investments to low-income community development projects. The Fund also reviews CDE applications for allocations of specific amounts of the New Markets Tax Credit and—for those CDEs receiving such allocations—prepares allocation agreements that include the amount of tax credit allocation, approved uses of the allocation, approved service area, and reporting requirements.

According to CDFI Fund officials, 15 full-time equivalent positions—14 staff and one manager—work full time on New Markets Tax Credit and another Treasury program, with the majority of staff time devoted to New Markets Tax Credits. These employees are assisted at various times by other CDFI Fund staff—for example, legal staff who help to execute allocation agreements with CDEs and information technology staff who maintain database systems.

In both programs, we identified oversight and administrative functions (monitoring, performance measurement, and data collection) that federal entities other than IRS perform.\^54

TPS and the CDFI Fund have primary roles in monitoring programmatic aspects of the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit and New Markets Tax Credit, while IRS administers and enforces compliance with tax-related requirements. Conversely, in the LIHTC program, the monitoring role is split between IRS and HFAs. While IRS has other monitoring responsibilities for the LIHTC program (beyond ensuring taxpayer compliance) that include overseeing HFAs, as discussed previously, such monitoring was lacking or minimal.

Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit. TPS officials told us that TPS staff members take approximately 25 work trips annually to states for purposes such as site visits and training for SHPOs. Site visits typically involve inspections of multiple projects, including projects identified as good and

\^54 We did not audit the oversight functions of the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit or New Markets Tax Credit, but note that each program has resources devoted to oversight.
as problematic, as well as projects that are proposed, under way, and completed. TPS officials stated that when they identify deficiencies in a SHPO’s administration of a Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit project, they generally work cooperatively with SHPOs to identify and take corrective actions.

New Markets Tax Credit. CDFI Fund staff told us they conduct two types of site visits to CDEs that are performed by different program offices.

- The New Markets Tax Credit program office conducts site visits to gather information about current industry practices, tax credit transaction costs, best practices in accomplishing outcomes the CDFI Fund seeks to encourage (such as investing in nonmetropolitan counties and financing projects that create significant community outcomes), and emerging trends and practices the CDFI Fund may want to discourage. The information obtained during these site visits enables the New Markets Tax Credit staff to administer the program by informing the contents of the tax credit allocation application or allocation agreement, or the review and selection process.

- The Certification, Compliance Monitoring and Evaluation unit conducts risk-based site visits. The purpose of these visits includes determining if a New Markets Tax Credit project was in compliance with the terms and conditions of its allocation agreement, assessing circumstances leading to an instance of noncompliance, and identifying any weaknesses or concerns that may adversely affect the use of the tax credit allocation. If noncompliance were in question, the focus of the site visit would be to determine what, if any, corrective actions were taken by the CDE and progress made in resolving the noncompliance, implementing the corrective action, or both.

TPS and the CDFI Fund collect and report performance measures and collect data for the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit and New Markets Tax Credit programs, respectively. In contrast, IRS does not report on performance measures on the LIHTC program; rather, it collects data from tax forms to oversee HFA program compliance and taxpayer compliance. As discussed previously, statutory limitations prevent the sharing of data from tax forms with other federal agencies.
Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit. TPS publishes an annual report and a statistical analysis of the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit program. Both reports include performance measures such as the number of jobs created in association with completed projects and the number of housing units created with Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits, including the number of low- and moderate-income units. The statistical analysis contains additional detail about the performance measures, historical data, and state-by-state breakdowns related to qualified rehabilitation expenditures. In addition, TPS collaborates with Rutgers University to produce the Annual Report on the Economic Impact of the Federal Historic Tax Credit. According to TPS officials, to produce these reports, TPS uses data obtained from the project applications, voluntary user profiles, and customer satisfaction questionnaires submitted upon project completion. TPS—unlike HUD in relation to the LIHTC program—has not encountered data-sharing limitations with IRS stemming from protections on taxpayer information because it collects these data using its own forms and documentation.

New Markets Tax Credit. The CDFI Fund uses its Community Investment Impact System to collect data from CDEs on projects, including performance measures such as the number of jobs by type; numbers of rental and for-sale housing units; and the capacity of educational, child care, and health care facilities developed using New Markets Tax Credit financing. These data are not collected on IRS forms. The data are used to produce annual research reports and periodic research briefs. In addition, the CDFI Fund contracted with the Urban Institute to conduct a


57 We did not audit the data collection processes of the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit or assess the completeness or accuracy of the data collected for the program.
formal evaluation of the New Markets Tax Credit program, focusing on program design, execution, outputs, and outcomes.58

HUD’s Experience in Affordable Housing and Working with HFAs May Benefit the LIHTC Program

While multiple federal agencies administer housing-related programs, HUD is the lead federal agency for providing affordable rental housing.59 HUD’s fiscal year 2013 annual performance report and 2015 annual performance plan reported that it funded about 5.5 million occupied affordable rental units through its rental assistance programs.60 Much like LIHTC, HUD’s rental housing programs rely on state and local housing agencies (including HFAs) to implement programs. HUD is responsible for overseeing these agencies, including reviewing state and local consolidated plans for the HOME and Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) programs—large grant programs that HUD oversees and that also are used to fund LIHTC projects.61 HUD has experience in directly overseeing HFAs in their roles as contract administrators for project-based Section 8 rental assistance. HUD also has entered into risk-sharing agreements with HFAs to provide more insurance on multifamily loans.62 Although we and HUD’s Office of Inspector General have identified weaknesses in evaluation and oversight of programs, HUD has taken steps to resolve some of these issues. Furthermore, HUD has processes, procedures, and staff in place for program evaluation and


61The CDBG program (begun in 1974) provides annual grants on a formula basis to local governments and states.

62Participating qualified state and local HFAs may originate and underwrite affordable housing loans, including new construction, substantial rehabilitation, refinancing, and housing for the elderly. The program provides mortgage insurance (by the Federal Housing Administration) to enhance HFA bonds to investment-grade. HFAs may elect to share 10–90 percent of the loss on a loan with HUD. The HFA reimburses HUD in the event of a claim pursuant to terms of the risk-sharing agreement.
oversight of state and local agencies that could be built upon and strengthened.

HUD already has a limited data collection role in the LIHTC program. As described earlier, HUD voluntarily maintains data on LIHTC properties and must collect data on tenant characteristics such as race and income. Unlike IRS, HUD also has sponsored studies of the LIHTC program based on the data it collects. Furthermore, HUD has strategic goals to meet the need for quality, affordable rental homes and build strong resilient and inclusive communities, and an agency priority goal to preserve and expand affordable rental housing. However, data used to support these goals do not include all LIHTC projects. With the exception of these activities, HUD has no statutory authority to oversee HFAs’ LIHTC program responsibilities or set LIHTC program policies and procedures, and as a result, such authority would require new enabling legislation.

HUD’s experience in administering affordable housing programs may help address some of the oversight challenges for LIHTC cited in this report. Although joint administration of the program will involve dividing responsibilities for one program across two agencies, we have reported that mission fragmentation and program overlap sometimes may be necessary when the resources and expertise of more than one agency are required to address a complex public need—as in the case of the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit and New Markets Tax Credit programs.63 HUD officials indicated that a larger role in the LIHTC program would be one way to aid their data collection efforts, better determine whether national affordable housing and fair housing goals had been incorporated, and better coordinate monitoring of civil rights compliance among federal housing programs.

IRS also has been challenged to focus on its core mission of helping taxpayers understand and meet their responsibilities and enforcing tax laws. IRS’s enforcement of tax laws has been on our high-risk list since 1990.64 In February 2015, we determined that significant capacity challenges—such as reduced staffing and examination coverage in an

63 GAO-12-262.

64 GAO, letter to congressional committees identifying GAO’s original high-risk areas (Jan. 23, 1990).
environment of constrained budgets—and incomplete monitoring of enforcement program performance have prevented the removal of the agency from the high-risk list.65 Moreover, since 2010, the IRS budget has been reduced about 10 percent and IRS enforcement performance and staffing levels have declined. And as we discussed previously in this report, LIHTC receives a small portion of those resources. IRS and Treasury officials further noted that oversight of individual state HFAs that award tax credits and monitor projects is a challenge given IRS’s mission of helping taxpayers meet their responsibilities and enforcing tax laws.

**Joint Administration May Require Additional HUD Resources**

Assigning LIHTC programmatic oversight responsibilities to another agency could involve additional staff and other resources. Specifically, such oversight responsibilities likely will involve new hiring as well as training of new and existing staff. According to HUD officials, HUD currently works with HFAs in various capacities, including administering HOME and other housing programs. However, an expanded oversight role in LIHTC would require additional resources. For example, resources would be needed to expand or build data systems to help HUD monitor HFAs and program performance. As noted earlier, HUD was statutorily required in 2008 to collect data on characteristics, such as race and income, of tenants living in LIHTC projects. HUD officials noted that collecting such data was challenging because HUD did not receive additional resources.66

In our review of LIHTC and the other two tax credit programs, we found that each used different mechanisms to fund their administrative responsibilities. For instance, the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit uses fees to fund its administrative activities, such as issuance of regulations, the development of program information, and monitoring.67 In contrast, the New Markets Tax Credit does not rely on user fees but receives

---


66 The Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008 authorized $6.1 million for fiscal years 2009 through 2013 for HUD, for purposes that included providing technical assistance to HFAs and compiling the tenant data. But HUD never received any appropriations for these tasks. See GAO-13-66.

67 According to TPS officials, the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit program is expected to support a $3.2 million budget in fiscal year 2015 based entirely on fees. We did not assess the use of user fees in the program.
annual appropriations to fund its activities, such as application reviews, monitoring, and performance measurement.

For LIHTC, the HFAs partially fund their administration and oversight responsibilities—which include ongoing compliance inspections and other reviews—by assessing fees on owners of LIHTC projects. While practices can differ among the states, according to an annual survey by NCSHA, HFAs can assess a variety of fees to help offset their administrative costs, including application fees, reservation fees, carryover allocation fees, compliance monitoring fees, and penalties and fees related to late or amended submissions. The amounts of these fees vary from state to state; for example, LIHTC application fees range from $0 in Alaska to $6,500 in Georgia.

The level of resources that would be needed to perform an adequate level of oversight of HFAs is not known. According to HUD officials, estimating the level of resources needed to perform joint administration of the LIHTC program is feasible and could be based on HUD’s experience administering other housing programs. Having an estimate on potential costs and funding options for financing federal oversight of the LIHTC program will help HUD and congressional decision makers in assessing potential changes to the administration of the program.

Conclusions

Although LIHTC is the largest federal program for increasing the supply of affordable rental housing, LIHTC is a peripheral program in IRS in terms of resources and mission. Oversight responsibilities for the program include monitoring HFAs and taxpayer compliance. However, IRS oversight of HFAs has been minimal, particularly in reviewing QAPs and conducting audits of HFAs. Without regular monitoring of HFAs, IRS is not able to determine the extent to which HFAs comply with program requirements. Despite the importance of the program in the affordable rental housing market, program managers and congressional decision makers...
makers do not have sufficient information to assess the program’s effectiveness.

Significant resource constraints have affected IRS’s ability to oversee taxpayer compliance and currently preclude wide-ranging improvement to such functions, but IRS still has an opportunity to enhance oversight of taxpayer compliance in the LIHTC program. Reliable data on credit allocations and certifications would enable IRS to assess basic compliance requirements. IRS has acknowledged the need for improvements in its controls and procedures (including data entry and quality reviews). Federal internal control standards state effective information technology management is critical to achieving useful, reliable, and continuous recording and communication of information. IRS officials agreed that these problems should be corrected and data quality reviews be conducted on an ongoing basis.

Moreover, leveraging the experience and expertise of another agency with a housing mission, such as HUD, may help offset some of IRS’s limitations in relation to program oversight. Unlike the jointly administered Historic Rehabilitation and New Markets tax credit programs, IRS is the sole federal administrator in LIHTC and HUD has a limited role in the program. Expanding HUD’s role—making it a joint program administrator—could enhance LIHTC oversight. Although we and others have identified weakness in HUD’s evaluation and oversight of programs, HUD already has processes and procedures in place for evaluation and oversight of state and local agencies—they constitute a framework on which further changes and improvements in LIHTC could be effected. Under joint administration, IRS could continue to retain certain key responsibilities consistent with its tax administration mission. But assigning oversight responsibilities to HUD (such as reviewing QAPs, developing goals and performance measures, and collecting LIHTC data) could involve additional staff and other resources. The other tax credit programs we reviewed illustrate some of the different funding mechanisms such as fees that might be used to help fund new oversight for LIHTC. An estimate of potential costs and funding options for financing enhanced federal oversight of the LIHTC program would be integral to determining an appropriate funding mechanism.
To better align program goals with agency missions and improve program administration and oversight, Congress should consider designating the Department of Housing and Urban Development as a joint administrator of the program responsible for oversight.

As part of the deliberation, Congress also should direct HUD to estimate the costs to monitor and perform the additional oversight responsibilities, including a discussion of funding options.

To improve the utility of the credit allocation information contained in IRS’s database, IRS should address weaknesses identified in data entry and programming controls to ensure reliable data are collected.

We provided a draft of this report to HUD, Interior, IRS, and Treasury for their review and comment. IRS, Treasury, and HUD provided written comments that we reprinted in appendixes II to IV. IRS and Treasury also provided technical comments that were incorporated, as appropriate. Interior did not provide any comments on the draft report. We also provided a draft to the National Council of State Housing Agencies (NCSHA), a nonprofit organization that represents the HFAs, for its review and comment. NCSHA provided written comments that we reprinted in appendix V.

IRS agreed with our recommendation that it should address weaknesses in data entry and programming controls to ensure reliable data are collected. IRS noted that reliable data would enable it to more effectively assess basic compliance requirements. According to IRS’s comments, significant resource constraints have affected IRS’s ability to improve its database and implement other improvements in its procedures and controls. Additionally IRS noted that its review of hundreds of audits found no widespread compliance issues and therefore the agency performed no ongoing tracking of audit results and trends. However, as our report notes, IRS conducted this analysis in 2000 for a sample of 402 audits of LIHTC taxpayers performed from 1995 through 1999 and had not updated this review for nearly 15 years. Federal internal control standards state that monitoring should occur in the course of normal operations, be performed continually, and be ingrained in the agency’s operations. As a result, the agency does not have current knowledge of the level of noncompliance or if more monitoring were needed. IRS noted that it expects to take action in response to our recommendation to improve the utility of the credit allocation information contained in its database and
improve monitoring. IRS did not comment on the matter for congressional consideration (to designate HUD as a joint administrator of the program responsible for oversight).

Treasury agreed that it would be useful for HUD to receive ongoing responsibility for, and resources to perform, research and analysis on the effectiveness of LIHTCs in increasing the availability of affordable rental housing. Treasury noted that such research and analysis is not part of IRS’s responsibilities or consistent with its expertise in interpreting and enforcing tax laws. However, Treasury stated that responsibility for interpreting and enforcing the code should remain entirely with IRS. Similarly, our report notes that under joint administration, IRS could retain certain key responsibilities consistent with its tax administration mission. In considering the utility of HUD’s expanded role in LIHTC, Treasury noted that research and analysis by HUD might help address whether HFAs’ allocations of LIHTCs affirmatively addressed fair housing concerns and whether the allocations have been effective in meeting other congressional goals. Treasury further observed that if HUD’s research and analysis indicated a need for additional interpretation or guidance, then Treasury and IRS could improve guidance or change the approach to enforcement. Coordinating on findings from any analyses conducted by HUD would be a positive step towards strengthening oversight of the program. As our report notes, IRS has performed minimal oversight of HFAs, particularly in terms of analyzing QAPs and conducting on-site or desk audits of HFAs. Thus, leveraging the experience and expertise of another agency with a housing mission may help offset some of IRS’s limitations in relation to program oversight. HUD could assume certain oversight responsibilities, such as reviewing QAPs of HFAs, monitoring of HFAs’ compliance with key responsibilities, identifying goals and performance measures, and collecting more programwide data.

HUD did not expressly comment on the matter for congressional consideration (to designate HUD as a joint administrator of the LIHTC program responsible for oversight). However, it supported consideration of a structure for enhanced interagency coordination on housing policy, including the LIHTC program. HUD noted that such a structure could help ensure the program’s alignment with federal housing goals, such as creating affordable housing in areas of high opportunity and fueling reinvestment in high-poverty communities. HUD has conducted dedicated research on LIHTC; for example, on the effect of incentives in state QAPs on the location of LIHTC properties. However, HUD noted that Congress would need to appropriate additional resources to any agency assigned
the responsibility to provide oversight, review QAPs, and conduct further in-depth research on LIHTC. HUD stated that it did not receive any appropriations authorized for its collection of LIHTC tenant data, which delayed HUD’s ability to publicly release data. Our report also notes that assigning programmatic oversight responsibilities for LIHTC to another agency could require additional staff and other resources. We examined other tax credit programs with joint administration and found that each used varying mechanisms to fund its activities, including user fees and appropriations, which could serve as examples of how an agency may fund new oversight of LIHTCs.

NCSHA disagreed with our matter for congressional consideration. NCSHA stated that if Congress believed more oversight was needed, NCSHA would prefer to see Congress place those resources within Treasury and IRS to build on the program expertise in those agencies, partly because it asserted that HUD has “virtually no experience” with the LIHTC program. NCSHA noted that state HFAs have worked closely with Treasury and IRS to ensure proper administration of the program. Our report recognizes the various ways that IRS officials work with state HFAs to implement the program, but it also notes significant oversight deficiencies in IRS’s administration of the program. Our report also highlights several reasons why HUD may be an appropriate agency to jointly administer certain aspects of the LIHTC program. First, HUD is the federal government’s lead housing agency, and as such, has responsibilities for reporting on federal efforts to meet the nation’s affordable housing and fair housing goals. Second, HUD has experience working with HFAs on various programs, including its rental assistance programs, and through its risk-sharing agreements with HFAs. LIHTC projects also may be recipients of funds from other federal programs, including HUD-administered programs such as HOME and project-based Section 8 rental assistance. Third, HUD has a framework (processes, procedures, and staff) in place for program evaluation and oversight of state and local agencies that could be expanded and strengthened. Finally, HUD already has a data collection role in the LIHTC program. While this role is limited to mandatory data collection on tenant characteristics, such as race and income, and voluntarily maintaining data on LIHTC properties, a joint oversight role could allow HUD to directly collect nationwide data on LIHTC properties needed to assess program effectiveness. Whereas currently, statutory restrictions prevent the disclosure of taxpayer information collected by IRS to HUD. As a result, we maintain HUD, an agency with a housing mission and whose current programs regularly interact with the LIHTC program, is in a better position to perform some oversight functions for LIHTC. Also, in commenting on
this report, Treasury recognized that it would be useful to have HUD receive ongoing responsibility for research and analysis on the effectiveness of LIHTCs.

NCSHA also questioned if it was fair of GAO to judge Treasury and IRS oversight by the amount of data collected or number of audits conducted and with seemingly little attention to the program’s successful housing results. In the report, we cite that monitoring should occur in the course of normal operations, be performed continually, and be ingrained in the agency’s operations. IRS does not regularly review QAPs or conduct on-site reviews of HFAs. More specifically, IRS had conducted only seven audits of HFAs since the program’s inception in 1986. IRS officials stated the lack in oversight was caused by a lack of resources and competing demands. Furthermore, we note that activities need to be established to monitor performance measures and indicators, which includes comparing data so that analyses can be conducted. However, we found that IRS has not set goals or assessed performance for the program, collected limited data needed to administer and enforce the tax code, and the data it collected are not reliable. The LIHTC program is the largest source of federal assistance for developing affordable rental housing and cost an estimated $8 billion in forgone revenue in 2014. Therefore, it is critical that program managers and congressional decision makers have reliable data available to judge the effectiveness and level of compliance of the program.

NCSHA also stated that joint administration of the LIHTC program would create additional red tape (a new level of bureaucracy) and could result in reduced program effectiveness and housing production. Our review focused on IRS’s oversight functions, including monitoring taxpayers and state HFAs and reviewing program data for program effectiveness and compliance. We did not suggest a comprehensive change to how IRS administers LIHTC. Rather, we recommend an approach to provide Congress and taxpayers with a greater understanding of how the program operates and performs. In our review of other tax credit programs (similar in purpose and structure to LIHTC) that were jointly administered by IRS and other federal agencies, we found the other federal agencies provided key oversight and administrative support, such as monitoring, performance measurement, and data collection. Under joint administration with HUD, IRS, with its tax expertise, could continue to retain certain key responsibilities in implementing the program in partnership with state HFAs. Joint administration of the program will involve dividing responsibilities for one program across two agencies, and our expectation would be that IRS and HUD will carefully define their
respective roles and responsibilities and have clear lines of communication to help ensure the program does not create any unnecessary inefficiencies, such as duplicative or overlapping requirements for HFAs. In addition, Congress can define specific requirements and limits of each agency’s oversight responsibilities.

Finally, NCSHA noted that HFAs have a track record of outstanding performance in affordable housing finance and that Congress and the Administration entrusted HFAs to administer federal housing programs. In addition, NCSHA stated GAO had positively recognized HFAs for the LIHTC program in past reports. We acknowledged in our report that the LIHTC program was the largest federal program for increasing the supply of affordable rental housing and the design of the program can result in HFAs and other entities, including investors and syndicators, providing project oversight. We also made these points in prior work. But we also noted in prior work dating to 1997 that procedures for reviewing QAPs and monitoring compliance could be improved, and that LIHTC data were not sufficient to measure program success. Joint administration with an agency with a housing mission could help offset these longstanding deficiencies in IRS’s oversight of the program.

As agreed with your office, unless you publicly announce the contents of this report earlier, we plan no further distribution until 30 days from the report date. At that time, we will send copies of this report to the Secretaries of Housing and Urban Development, Interior, and Treasury; the Commissioner of Internal Revenue; the appropriate congressional committees; and other interested parties. In addition, the report is available at no charge on the GAO website at http://www.gao.gov.

If you or your staff members have any questions about this report, please contact me at (202) 512-8678 or garciadiazd@gao.gov. Contact points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found
on the last page of this report. Key contributors to this report are listed in appendix VI.

Sincerely yours,

Daniel Garcia-Diaz
Director, Financial Markets and Community Investment
Appendix I: Objectives, Scope, and Methodology

This report discusses the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) program, which is administered by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and state housing finance agencies (HFA). More specifically, this report (1) discusses how the LIHTC program is administered; (2) evaluates processes for overseeing the LIHTC program; and (3) compares the administration of other tax credit programs with LIHTC.

To determine how the LIHTC program is administered, we reviewed IRS regulations and guidance that describe IRS’s roles and responsibilities in administering the LIHTC program, including overseeing HFAs and taxpayers. We also reviewed documentation on the role of HFAs, investors, and syndicators in the program. Because LIHTC projects are often financed with funds from other programs, we reviewed the monitoring requirements for some federal programs present in LIHTC projects, such as the HOME Investment Partnerships (HOME) program and project-based Section 8. To illustrate the number of LIHTC projects containing other federal funding, we also reviewed a publication issued by the National Council of State Housing Agencies (NCSHA) on survey results. We assessed the reliability of these data by interviewing NCSHA officials and reviewing documentation on survey techniques used to collect the data. We determined the data were reliable for our purposes of reporting on other funding sources for LIHTC projects. We interviewed officials from IRS, the Department of the Treasury (Treasury), Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), selected HFAs, and NCSHA on the administration of the program. We also conducted interviews at the Georgia HFA and Illinois HFA to help provide examples of how the programs were administered at the state level. We selected these two HFAs based on prior work conducted at these locations for other GAO reports on the Tax Credit Assistance Program (TCAP), administered by HUD, and the Grants to States for Low-Income Housing Projects in Lieu of Low-Income Housing Credits (Section 1602) program, administered by Treasury. Our prior work is relevant because it assessed HFA administration and oversight of these programs and because we discuss TCAP and 1602 in this report. We also selected these sites because of their proximity to GAO locations. Moreover, we interviewed a certified

1 Syndicators are intermediaries that connect developers seeking equity investments in a LIHTC project with investors and charge a fee for overseeing the investment transaction.

2 National Council of State Housing Agencies, State HFA Factbook: 2012 NCSHA Annual Survey Results (Washington, D.C.: 2014). We chose this group because it represents HFAs and advocates for affordable housing.
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public accounting and consulting firm, Novogradac & Company LLP. We selected this firm because of its role in the LIHTC working group—a forum for participants in the LIHTC program to work together to resolve technical and administrative issues relating to the LIHTC program—and because of the information on the firm’s website on HFAs and guidance for the LIHTC program.

To evaluate processes for overseeing the LIHTC program, we reviewed applicable forms and guidance used to monitor the program, and reviewed IRS audits of HFAs conducted from 2003 to 2014 to determine the frequency with which audits were conducted and the types of findings identified. We reviewed IRS’s process for identifying and conducting audits on taxpayers claiming LIHTCs from 2001 to 2013 and how the results of these audits were used to inform management about the types of noncompliance and to track the effectiveness of program monitoring. We reviewed federal internal control standards to identify key activities that help ensure that a program addresses requirements and appropriate actions are taken to address program risks. We also reviewed the strategic and annual reports of IRS, Treasury, and HUD to determine the program goals and outcome information available for the LIHTC program. We analyzed information contained in IRS’s Low-Income Housing Credit database from December 2005 to August 2014. Specifically, we reviewed available information from forms on the credit allocation and certification (form 8609) and the noncompliance or building disposition (form 8823). We assessed the reliability of the database by reviewing documentation, performing electronic testing, and interviewing the relevant officials responsible for administering and overseeing the database. We also

3IRS began conducting HFA audits in 2003, which determined our date range. IRS categorizes the audits of the state HFAs as containing taxpayer protected data under Section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code. As such, we are omitting the state names and audit details. Federal tax information is kept confidential under Section 6103, except as specifically authorized by law. Information in a form that cannot be associated with or otherwise identify, directly or indirectly, a particular taxpayer is not federal tax information. Section 6103 specifies what federal tax information can be disclosed, to whom, and for what purpose. In general, federal tax information is collected and developed to administer tax law. However, this information can be useful for other purposes, such as to detect possible noncompliance with nontax criminal laws or administer other kinds of programs.


5IRS’s Low-Income Housing Credit database did not contain information collected on the HFA annual reports (form 8610).
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conducted reasonableness checks on the data to identify any missing, erroneous, or outlying figures. We determined we would not be able to rely on the data to perform our analysis. Therefore, we limited our discussion of the database to the type of information collected, the extent to which the information was collected, and potential analysis that could be conducted if the data were more complete and accurate. We also reviewed an IRS staff proposal for statutory changes to allow IRS to disclose certain protected information so that HUD could help assess the completeness of the data it received on LIHTC tenant characteristics and reviewed a prior GAO report that discussed statutory exceptions related to data sharing of confidential taxpayer information.6 Lastly, we interviewed IRS and selected HFA officials about monitoring procedures for the LIHTC program and Treasury and HUD officials on program goals and outcomes and statutory barriers that may prevent information sharing for the LIHTC program.

To compare the administration of other tax credit programs with LIHTC, we reviewed tax credit programs administered by IRS to identify those that are most similar in purpose and structure to LIHTC. We focused on the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit and New Markets Tax Credit programs because, similar to the LIHTC program, both are aimed at encouraging community development and each is jointly administered by IRS and another federal entity—the Department of Interior’s National Park Service (NPS) and Treasury’s Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFI) Fund, respectively.7 In addition to administrative structures, our review focused on how these two programs conducted monitoring, used performance measures, and collected data. We


7For the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit program, our review focused on the 20 percent tax credit for rehabilitating certified historic structures and did not include other historic tax credits, such as the 10 percent rehabilitation tax credit for nonhistoric structures or tax deductions associated with donations of historic preservation easements. We selected the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit and New Markets Tax Credit programs in part because they shared several features with LIHTC:(1) The tax credits reduce a taxpayer’s federal tax liability as a result of that taxpayer’s investment in certain qualified assets or projects. (2) Tax credits under these programs are awarded on the basis of a federal or state entity’s prior review, approval or certification. (3) These tax credit programs do not include other tax incentives, such as deductions and exemptions.
reviewed prior GAO reports related to each of these programs.8 Moreover, we reviewed HUD’s role in working with state and local agencies and its role in the LIHTC program. We also reviewed information available in the State HFA Factbook: NCSHA 2012 Annual Survey Results to gain an understanding of how HFAs use fees to administer the LIHTC program. We assessed the reliability of these data by interviewing NCSHA officials and reviewing documentation on survey techniques used to collect the data. We determined the data were reliable for our purposes of reviewing how HFAs use fees to administer the LIHTC program. Additionally, we interviewed officials from the Departments of Interior and Treasury and the CDFI Fund concerning the administration of the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit and New Markets Tax Credit programs and how the programs funded administrative costs. We met with IRS officials to discuss their role in the administration of the Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit.

We conducted this performance audit from February 2014 through July 2015 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

Appendix II: Comments from Internal Revenue Service

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY  
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE  
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20224

May 22, 2015

Daniel Garcia-Diaz  
Director, Financial Markets and Community Investment  
United States Government Accountability Office  
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Garcia-Diaz:

Thank you for the opportunity to review your draft report entitled, "Low-Income Housing Tax Credit: Joint IRS-HUD Administration Could Help Address Weaknesses in Oversight" (GAO-15-330).

As your report notes, the Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) is the largest source of federal assistance for developing affordable rental housing. The Internal Revenue Service administers the program in conjunction with the state Housing Finance Agencies (HFAs) and is responsible for ensuring compliance of taxpayers claiming the credit and monitoring the HFAs' implementing of the program.

We appreciate your acknowledgement of the extensive, detailed information we provide to HFAs and taxpayers. As your report notes, the IRS oversight of the LIHTC involves working closely with the Department of Treasury to develop and publish regulations and other guidance and regulating state HFAs and taxpayers claiming the LIHTC. Our Guide for Completing Form 8823, Low-Income Housing Credit Agencies Report of Noncompliance or Building Disposition, provides extensive information for use by HFAs about when desk audits, site visits and file reviews should be performed as well as information about determining noncompliance in health and safety standards, rent ceilings, income limits and tenant qualifications. The Audit Technique Guide for the Low-Income Housing Credit provides information on audit techniques and issues specific to the LIHTC that can assist taxpayers and return preparers avoid common pitfalls in LIHTC compliance.

Our compliance unit reviews all forms relating to credit allocations as well as reports of noncompliance (Forms 8609, 8823 and 8610) submitted to the Service. All cases that reflect potential taxpayer noncompliance are further reviewed by the Office of Chief Counsel and our IRS technical specialist, and cases that require additional compliance efforts are assigned to our compliance personnel. As you observed, we do not track trends or issues that arise during examinations. However, we reviewed the results of hundreds of audits and determined that there was not widespread noncompliance. We determined that the isolated noncompliance observed did not warrant shifting...
resources away from other compliance efforts to provide on-going manual tracking of audit results and issue trends.

We agree that reliable data on credit allocations and certifications would enable us to better assess basic compliance requirements. However, significant resource constraints have affected the IRS's ability to implement a wide range of improvements in procedures and controls, including improving our database. Despite these constraints, we are taking several steps to improve the reliability of our data as outlined in our response to your recommendation.

We appreciate the valuable feedback you have provided. Our response to your specific recommendation is enclosed. If you have questions, please contact me, or a member of your staff may contact Karen Schiller, Commissioner, Small Business/Self-Employed Division, on (202) 317-6500.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

John M. Dalrymple
Deputy Commissioner for Services and Enforcement

Enclosure
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GAO Recommendation and IRS Response to GAO Draft Report Low-Income Housing Tax Credit: Joint IRS-HUD Administration Could Help Address Weaknesses in Oversight (GAO-15-330)

Recommendation: To improve the utility of the credit allocation information contained in IRS’s database, IRS should address weaknesses identified in data entry and programming controls to ensure reliable data are collected.

Comment: Reliable data on credit allocations and certifications would enable the IRS to more effectively assess basic compliance requirements. However, resource constraints have limited the Service’s ability to implement a wide-range of improvements in procedures and controls, including data gathering. To improve the utility of the credit allocation information contained in IRS’s database, the IRS is converting the existing database to a new structure in a more secure site. As a result, we anticipate the following improvements:

1. The new database is expected to improve the data reliability.
2. The new database is expected to have the necessary controls on entries so that the database information will be more dependable.
3. The new database is expected to allow the IRS to increase the number of reports therefore allowing the IRS to better monitor the LIHTC program.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON

June 12, 2015

Mr. Daniel Garcia-Diaz
Director, Financial Markets and Community Investment
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548-0001

Dear Mr. Garcia-Diaz:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the GAO draft report "Low-Income Housing Tax Credit: Joint IRS-HUD Administration Could Help Address Weaknesses in Oversight (GAO-15-330)."

The draft report includes the following recommendation:

Matter for Congressional Consideration

To better align program goals with agency missions and improve program administration and oversight, Congress should consider designating the Department of Housing and Urban Development as a joint administrator of the program responsible for oversight.

As part of the deliberation, Congress also should direct HUD to estimate the costs to monitor and perform the additional oversight responsibilities, including a discussion of funding options.

The Department of the Treasury (the Department) agrees that it would be useful for the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to receive both ongoing responsibility for, and resources to perform, meaningful research and analysis on the effectiveness of the low-income housing credit in increasing the availability of high-quality affordable rental housing. This analysis might address (among other things) whether State Housing Authorities’ allocations of low-income housing credits affirmatively address fair housing concerns and whether the allocations are effective in meeting other congressional goals.

Research and analysis of this sort falls outside the Internal Revenue Service’s (IRS’s) responsibility and expertise in interpreting the Internal Revenue Code (Tax Code), in helping individuals and entities to comply with the Tax Code, and in enforcing compliance with the tax laws.

The Department strongly believes that responsibility for interpreting and for enforcing the provisions of the Tax Code should remain entirely with the IRS. If research and analysis (such as might be undertaken by HUD) indicate that revised interpretations or additional elements of guidance related to existing tax law are warranted, then the Department and the IRS could use these results to improve guidance, or the IRS could use this information to change its approach to
enforcement. If research indicates the need for changes in the Tax Code, the Department can take that into account when developing revenue provisions for inclusion in the Administration’s Budget proposal for the coming fiscal year.

Please let me know if you have any questions about these comments or if there is any additional information that you would like for us to provide.

Sincerely,

Mark J. Mazur
Assistant Secretary (Tax Policy)

cc: Mr. Andrew Finkel, Assistant Director
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May 19, 2015

Mr. Daniel Garcia-Diaz  
Mr. Andrew Finkel  
U.S. Government Accountability Office  
441 G Street NW  
Washington, DC 20548-0001

Dear Mr. Diaz and Mr. Finkel:

The Department of Housing and Urban Development has recently reviewed your report entitled “Low-Income Housing Tax Credit: Joint IRS-HUD Administration Could Help Address Weaknesses In Oversight (GAO-15-330).” Our comments are provided thematically below.

ENHANCED INTERAGENCY COORDINATION
As we’ve seen through the Rental Policy Working Group launched in 2010, interagency collaboration is important for aligning LIHTC investment with other housing goals and objectives of the federal government. HUD supports consideration of a structure for enhanced interagency coordination on housing policy, including LIHTC. Such a structure could help ensure LIHTC’s alignment with federal housing goals, such as creating affordable housing in areas of high opportunity and fueling reinvestment in high poverty communities.

RESOURCES FOR MONITORING COMPLIANCE, OVERSIGHT AND QAP REVIEW
The report correctly notes that IRS has historically not been appropriated sufficient resources to monitor compliance or conduct oversight or data collection on LIHTC. Without additional resources appropriated by Congress, no agency assigned this responsibility will have sufficient capacity to provide oversight, review QAPs, conduct in-depth research on LIHTC, or collect or analyze tenant-level data.

COLLECTING LIHTC DATA
The lack of funding to support the 2008 statutory requirement that HUD gather household level LIHTC tenant data, despite an authorization for $6.1 million in appropriations that were not forthcoming, has created challenges for data collection both for HUD and the state HFAs. To date, many HFAs are still not able to provide complete information because they lack the resources to upgrade their monitoring systems as needed to comply with this mandate. Incomplete reporting and the lack of dedicated funding significantly delayed HUD’s ability to publically release information collected through this effort.

DEVELOPING GOALS AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Any federal agency’s ability to conduct research and evaluation into appropriate goals and measures would require additional resources. HUD’s Office of Policy Development and Research has
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dedicated research to LIHTC; for example, on the effect of the LIHTC owner opt-out provision\textsuperscript{1} and the effect of incentives in the state Qualified Allocations Plans on the location of LIHTC properties\textsuperscript{2}, in addition to annual reports on characteristics of properties placed in service and now tenants in LIHTC units. However, additional funding is needed for further research. Please let me know if I can provide any additional information.

Sincerely,

Katherine M. O’Regan
Assistant Secretary
Office of Policy Development & Research

\textsuperscript{1} What Happens to Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Properties at Year 15 and Beyond? (http://www.huduser.org/publications/pdf/what_happens_lithc.pdf)

\textsuperscript{2} Effect of QAP Incentives on the Location of LIHTC Properties (http://www.huduser.org/portal/publications/pdf/QAP_incentives_mdt.pdf)
Appendix V: Comments from the National Council of State Housing Agencies

May 27, 2015

Mr. Andy Finkel
Assistant Director, Financial Markets and Community Investment
United States Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20001

Dear Mr. Finkel:

Thank you for providing the National Council of State Housing Agencies (NCSHA) the opportunity to comment on the U.S. Government Accountability Office’s (GAO) draft report—Low-Income Housing Tax Credit, Joint IRS-HUD Administration Could Help Address Weaknesses in Oversight. We also appreciate GAO’s outreach to NCSHA and two of our state housing finance agency (HFA) members that allocate the Low Income Housing Tax Credit (Housing Credit) as you conducted your work.

NCSHA has been pleased to cooperate with the GAO on various projects involving the numerous federal housing programs our state HFA members administer, including the Housing Credit. We have high regard for the GAO as an organization and for the people in your housing group with whom we have had the privilege to work.

We believe GAO’s work has contributed significantly to constructive dialogue in Congress over the years about the Housing Credit and other federal housing programs. In fact, we credit your 1997 Housing Credit report for helping to preserve the program in the face of a congressional sunset attempt by dispelling many misconceptions about the program, such as its perceived failure to serve especially low-income households. Your work confirmed that, in reality, a large number of Housing Credit developments were serving households with very and extremely low incomes, incomes well below the program’s statutory income limits.

We must respectfully disagree, however, with GAO’s recommendation in this draft report that Congress transfer some of the Department of Treasury’s and the Internal Revenue Service’s (IRS) oversight responsibilities for the Housing Credit program to the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). We urge you to reconsider this proposal in favor of suggesting instead that Congress, should it determine that more Credit program oversight is needed, build on the tremendous amount of expertise and experience that Treasury and the IRS have developed over their near 30-year administration of the program by devoting more resources to these agencies for this purpose.
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We do not believe the answer to any oversight weaknesses that may exist is to transfer oversight responsibilities from Treasury and IRS to HUD, which has virtually no expertise in or experience with the Housing Credit, suffers from its own severe resource constraints, and has received negative evaluations from the GAO and others on its own program oversight. We also think it is precipitous to recommend the transfer of some unknown set of responsibilities from Treasury and IRS to HUD before gaining a deeper understanding of any oversight deficiencies that may exist and developing appropriate responses.

GAO contends that Treasury and IRS oversight of the Housing Credit program and its state administrators has been minimal, the agencies’ data collection efforts insufficient, and their performance assessments lacking. You attribute these alleged shortcomings to the Housing Credit program not being central to Treasury and IRS’ mission and adequately prioritized within the agencies and to budget cuts that have reduced the agencies’ capacity to oversee the program.

Treasury and IRS, like most federal agencies, would almost certainly benefit from increased resources for program oversight. However, we question whether it is fair of GAO to judge the agencies’ oversight of the Housing Credit program by the amount of data they have collected or number of audits they have conducted, especially in a constrained resource environment, with seemingly little attention to the program’s successful housing results.

NCSHA and Its HFA Members

NCSHA is a national, nonprofit, nonpartisan organization that represents the interests of HFAs before Congress and the Administration. In this capacity, NCSHA works closely not only with the Congress and the White House, but also with the many federal regulatory agencies concerned with housing, including Treasury/IRS, HUD, the Department of Agriculture, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, and the Federal Housing Finance Agency, among others. In addition to our advocacy work, NCSHA structures educational and training sessions for HFAs, offers HFAs technical assistance, and facilitates information exchange among them.

NCSHA represents the HFAs of the 50 states, the District of Columbia, New York City, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. HFAs are governmental and quasi-governmental, nonprofit agencies created by their jurisdictions to address the full spectrum of housing need, from homelessness to homeownership. HFAs are dedicated to their common affordable housing mission, reinvest their earnings in the furtherance of that mission, and are publicly accountable.

HFAs have established over many decades a track record of outstanding performance in affordable housing finance, consistently producing sound and sustainable homeownership and rental housing outcomes. Recognizing HFAs’ strong practices and results, Congress and the Administration have entrusted to states the administration of many federal housing programs, including the Housing Credit, Section 8, the HOME Investment Partnerships (HOME) program, and the Housing Trust Fund. In recent years, Congress and the Administration have also turned to HFAs to run several temporary housing recovery programs.
HFAs administer the Housing Credit in nearly every state. They have consistently earned high marks for their strong Housing Credit administration, including from the GAO, which has commented positively on HFA operations and outcomes in several of its past reports.

**HFAs and Treasury/IRS: A Partnership That Works**

NCSHA and our HFA members have worked in close partnership with Treasury and IRS since the Housing Credit program’s creation in 1986 to ensure its proper administration. Over these nearly three decades, the Housing Credit has become our nation’s most effective federal housing tool, responsible for the production and preservation of some of the highest quality affordable rental housing ever produced with a federal resource.

NCSHA is in regular contact with the Treasury and IRS officials who oversee the Housing Credit program. We provide extensive input to the agencies on policy and regulatory matters, both through formal and, when appropriate, informal channels.

We have consistently found Treasury and IRS officials to be accessible, responsive, and knowledgeable. Treasury and IRS also reach out to NCSHA proactively to alert us to program interests and concerns and to seek our input and that of our HFA members on policy and administrative matters.

Since the inception of the program, Treasury and IRS officials have consistently participated in NCSHA’s two conferences annually devoted to the Housing Credit, providing Housing Credit staff from around the country the opportunity to meet with them in-person and often privately on all issues relating to Housing Credit allocation and compliance. They also make themselves available to HFA staff to offer advice and counsel throughout the year.

In our view, Treasury, IRS, and the HFAs working with them take our collective Housing Credit oversight responsibilities very seriously. However, we certainly welcome specific suggestions on how HFAs might improve their processes and procedures, as we know Treasury and IRS would.

We urge GAO, however, not to suggest oversight steps that exceed the limits of the Housing Credit law. As you know, Congress in its wisdom designed the Housing Credit program to allow states to determine, within broad federal mandates and parameters, how to use the Credit to most effectively respond to the housing needs and priorities they identify as the most pressing within their jurisdictions. Congress consciously moved away from the Washington-driven and micromanaged federal housing programs of the past, the program model HUD is most accustomed to overseeing.
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Treasury and IRS’ Housing Mission and Priorities

GAO maintains that HUD involvement in the Housing Credit program is needed because HUD’s mission is affordable housing, while Treasury and IRS is not. You further assert that Treasury and IRS have many higher priorities than the administration of the Housing Credit.

Though Treasury’s and IRS’ focus is certainly broader than housing, this in no way means these agencies are incapable of effectively executing housing programs. The fact is Treasury and IRS have a substantial concentration within their agencies on housing and, in our experience, rank these efforts highly. During the current Administration, Treasury even appointed a Counselor to the Secretary for Housing Finance Policy to spearhead and coordinate its housing efforts.

Treasury and IRS have successfully designed and operated numerous housing programs over many years. In addition to the Housing Credit, Treasury and IRS have long administered effectively both the single-family and multifamily tax-exempt private activity Housing Bond programs. In fact, the agencies’ expertise in multifamily Housing Bond finance has proven very useful to the administration of the Housing Credit, as 40 percent of Housing Credit production annually is Bond-financed.

Treasury and IRS have also played a large role in recent years in the development and oversight of several housing recovery programs, including the New Investment Bond Program, the Temporary Credit Liquidity Program, the Hardest-Hit Fund program, and the Tax Credit Exchange Program, all run in partnership with HFAs.

Though HUD was supportive of these initiatives, Treasury was the driving force behind them. Parallel efforts by HUD in at least two of these areas were not nearly as successful as the Treasury/IRS efforts. One example of this was HUD’s execution of the Tax Credit Assistance Program (TCAP), a recovery program Congress established to effectively convert Housing Credits to a cash subsidy, so that Credit production could continue during a temporary failure of the Credit market brought on by the financial crisis. HUD struggled to get this program up and running, while Treasury and the IRS quickly implemented the similarly conceived Tax Credit Exchange Program, which Congress entrusted to them. Part of the delay on HUD’s part can be fairly attributable to the many additional roles the TCAP program was subjected to as a HUD program, but, in our view, the slow start was also due to HUD’s lack of understanding of how the Housing Credit program operates.

Though Treasury and IRS possess a wide range of responsibilities and housing may not be among their top priorities, as GAO contends, this does not mean that the agencies’ Housing Credit efforts are somehow inadequate. All federal agencies are responsible for a multitude of programs and initiatives, to which they assign various levels of priority at different times. Though a particular program may not rank among an agency’s top priorities, this does not suggest that it does not receive the attention and resources it requires. Certainly, we would expect all federal agencies to execute all of their programmatic duties faithfully and responsibly, limited only by resource constraints.
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Though HUD as an agency may be more fully dedicated to housing than Treasury and IRS, its housing activities also compete with other agency activities, such as community development. Even HUD’s housing programs are assigned various levels of priority within the department.

GAO asserts that only a small number of people run the Housing Credit program within Treasury and IRS and that some of them have additional responsibilities. The same is true at HUD. Those staff persons working within HUD’s Office of Community Planning and Development, for example, are few in number and work on programs in addition to the HOME program, which HFAs run in most states.

Finally, while NCSHA greatly values our partnership with HUD, it is neither our experience nor that of our HFA members that it exercises its oversight responsibilities over programs HFAs administer in a manner superior to that of other federal agencies, including Treasury and IRS. In fact, we frequently hear from HFAs that HUD operates in a highly bureaucratic manner, sending confusing and conflicting directives to program administrators through its various offices, taking long periods of time to develop and issue program guidance, and even sometimes attempting to assert control over resources and processes that Congress has devolved to state administration.

IRS-Determined Program Goals Are Not Necessary to Assess Achievement

GAO notes that Treasury and IRS have not set goals by which to assess Housing Credit program performance. However, one-size-fits-all goals determined by federal agencies in Washington are not in keeping with the devolved nature of the Housing Credit program.

As mentioned previously, Congress designed the Housing Credit to fulfill a limited but important and appropriate set of federally established public-purpose goals and imperatives, such as income limits and affordability requirements, but left it to the states to determine how to utilize the Credit within these broad parameters to respond most effectively to their unique affordable housing needs and priorities. Due to the decentralized nature of the program, it does not make sense for Treasury and IRS to set national goals for the program.

NCSHA disagrees with GAO’s assertion that congressional decision-makers do not have sufficient information to assess the program’s effectiveness. By several commonly shared performance metrics, the Housing Credit program has proven to be an incredible success, through its unprecedented combination of states’ public-purpose mission, financial acumen, and ingenuity with private sector capital, expertise, and vigilance.

Since the program’s inception, states have financed nearly 2.8 million affordable rental homes using the Credit. The program consistently serves households with incomes far below its statutorily mandated income limits. Not only does the Housing Credit serve low-income families, but it is also instrumental in financing housing for low-income seniors, veterans, persons with disabilities, and persons experiencing homelessness.
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The inventory of Housing Credit properties has an outstanding performance record, with only 0.63 percent of Housing Credit developments resulting in foreclosure over the life of the program—an unparalleled record when compared to market rate multifamily properties and other real estate assets.

The equity market for Housing Credits is more diverse and robust than ever, with investors willing to pay record high prices for Credits, resulting in more equity available to properties, which permits states to extend the reach of the program to especially low-income households and hard-to-serve areas.

The Credit’s strong performance has earned it bipartisan support at all levels of government and across the housing industry, with acknowledgments from both academic and foundation communities.

Joint Administration Would Lead to Unnecessary Red Tape

NCSHA is concerned that introducing HUD as a co-administrator of the Housing Credit would unnecessarily create a new level of bureaucratic red tape that could reduce program effectiveness, slow down the production process, and cause uncertainty for the private sector investors and developers who are so integral to the Credit’s success. We cannot conceive of what value HUD could bring that could not be achieved otherwise by providing additional resources to Treasury/IRS for program oversight.

As GAO rightly points out, involving HUD in the oversight of the Credit would require additional resources for HUD—not only to undertake these new programmatic responsibilities, but also to simply train staff, who currently have limited knowledge of and experience with the Credit program.

GAO notes that the level of resources that would be needed for HUD to perform adequate oversight is not known. Given that this would be an entirely new program for HUD to administer, we expect those resources would be substantial and likely considerably more than would be necessary to invest further in Treasury and IRS’ existing oversight structure.

In addition, HUD’s traditional and well-entrenched model for program management is so different than the Treasury and IRS’s that we fear HUD would impose significant new paperwork, reporting, and compliance requirements on HFAs that would frustrate state administration and increase costs for all.

We are also not convinced that Congress would provide new resources to HUD for Housing Credit oversight, especially in the current budgetary environment. In fact, recent experience suggests that Congress would not.

When Congress passed the Housing and Economic Recovery Act (HERA) of 2008, for example, it required state agencies administering the Housing Credit to submit demographic and economic data on Housing Credit tenants to HUD, so that HUD could process and report that information. As GAO’s draft report points out, HERA authorized $6 million to support this effort, but Congress has never appropriated
these funds. States and HUD have done their best to provide this information, but they have done so using existing resources, which has made the process more difficult and has diverted resources from other activities.

With regard to HUD’s interest in the administration of the Housing Credit, we are not surprised, as HUD has looked for ways to impose itself on Housing Credit administration since the program’s start. And, frankly, we understand why HUD would seek to control the greatest single federal producer of affordable rental housing in this country, especially as its other program resources shrink.

Congress got it right when it turned away from Washington-driven, highly bureaucratic housing programs in its design of the Housing Credit and its assignment of its oversight to Treasury and IRS. We believe strongly that Congress’ decision to entrust responsibility for the Housing Credit to Treasury/IRS in partnership with the states is the reason for the program’s enduring success.

If there are problems with the Housing Credit administration, let us all work together to define and solve them within the existing program framework Congress so wisely established.

Sincerely,

Barbara J. Thompson
Executive Director
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20224

May 22, 2015

Director, Financial Markets and Community Investment
United States Government Accountability Office
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Garcia-Diaz:

Thank you for the opportunity to review your draft report entitled, "Low-Income Housing Tax Credit: Joint IRS-HUD Administration Could Help Address Weaknesses in Oversight" (GAO-15-330).

As your report notes, the Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) is the largest source of federal assistance for developing affordable rental housing. The Internal Revenue Service administers the program in conjunction with the state Housing Finance Agencies (HFAs) and is responsible for ensuring compliance of taxpayers claiming the credit and monitoring the HFAs’ implementing of the program.

We appreciate your acknowledgement of the extensive, detailed information we provide to HFAs and taxpayers. As your report notes, the IRS oversight of the LIHTC involves working closely with the Department of Treasury to develop and publish regulations and other guidance and regulating state HFAs and taxpayers claiming the LIHTC. Our Guide for Completing Form 8823, Low-Income Housing Credit Agencies Report of Noncompliance or Building Disposition, provides extensive information for use by HFAs about when desk audits, site visits and file reviews should
be performed as well as information about determining noncompliance in health and safety standards, rent ceilings, income limits and tenant qualifications. The Audit Technique Guide for the Low-Income Housing Credit provides information on audit techniques and issues specific to the LIHTC that can assist taxpayers and return preparers avoid common pitfalls in LIHTC compliance.

Our compliance unit reviews all forms relating to credit allocations as well as reports of noncompliance (Forms 8609, 8823 and 8610) submitted to the Service. All cases that reflect potential taxpayer noncompliance are further reviewed by the Office of Chief Counsel and our IRS technical specialist, and cases that require additional compliance efforts are assigned to our compliance personnel. As you observed, we do not track trends or issues that arise during examinations. However, we reviewed the results of hundreds of audits and determined that there was not widespread noncompliance. We determined that the isolated noncompliance observed did not warrant shifting resources away from other compliance efforts to provide on-going manual tracking of audit results and issue trends.

We agree that reliable data on credit allocations and certifications would enable us to better assess basic compliance requirements. However, significant resource constraints have affected the IRS's ability to implement a wide range of improvements in procedures and controls, including improving our database. Despite these constraints, we are taking several steps to improve the reliability of our data as outlined in our response to your recommendation.

We appreciate the valuable feedback you have provided. Our response to your specific recommendation is enclosed. If you have questions, please contact me, or a member of your staff may contact Karen Schiller, Commissioner, Small Business/Self-Employed Division, on (202) 317-6500.

Enclosure

Sincerely,

John M. Dalrymple

Deputy Commissioner for Services and Enforcement
GAO Recommendation and IRS Response to GAO Draft Report

Low-Income Housing Tax Credit: Joint IRS-HUD Administration Could Help Address Weaknesses in Oversight (GAO-15-330)

Recommendation: To improve the utility of the credit allocation information contained in IRS’s database, IRS should address weaknesses identified in data entry and programming controls to ensure reliable data are collected.

Comment: Reliable data on credit allocations and certifications would enable the IRS to more effectively assess basic compliance requirements. However, resource constraints have limited the Service’s ability to implement a wide-range of improvements in procedures and controls, including data gathering. To improve the utility of the credit allocation information contained in IRS’s database, the IRS is converting the existing database to a new structure in a more secure site. As a result, we anticipate the following improvements:

Footnote 1. The new database is expected to improve the data reliability.

Footnote 2. The new database is expected to have the necessary controls on entries so that the database information will be more dependable.

Footnote 3. The new database is expected to allow the IRS to increase the number of reports therefore allowing the IRS to better monitor the LIHTC program.

Text of the Comments from the Department of the Treasury
Dear Mr. Garcia-Diaz:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the GAO draft report "Low-Income Housing Tax Credit: Joint IRS-HUD Administration Could Help Address Weaknesses in Oversight (GAO-15-330)." The draft report includes the following recommendation:

Matter for Congressional Consideration

To better align program goals with agency missions and improve program administration and oversight, Congress should consider designating the Department of Housing and Urban Development as a joint administrator of the program responsible for oversight.

As part of the deliberation, Congress also should direct HUD to estimate the costs to monitor and perform the additional oversight responsibilities, including a discussion of funding options.

The Department of the Treasury (the Department) agrees that it would be useful for the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to receive both ongoing responsibility for, and resources to perform, meaningful research and analysis on the effectiveness of the low income housing credit in increasing the availability of high-quality affordable rental housing.

This analysis might address (among other things) whether State Housing Authorities' allocations of low-income housing credits affirmatively address fair housing concerns and whether the allocations are effective in meeting other congressional goals.

Research and analysis of this sort falls outside the Internal Revenue Service's (IRS's) responsibility and expertise in interpreting the Internal Revenue Code (Tax Code), in helping individuals and entities to comply with the Tax Code, and in enforcing compliance with the tax laws.

The Department strongly believes that responsibility for interpreting and for enforcing the provisions of the Tax Code should remain entirely with the IRS. If research and analysis (such as might be undertaken by HUD) indicate that revised interpretations or additional elements of guidance related to existing tax law are warranted, then the Department and the
IRS could use these results to improve guidance, or the IRS could use this information to change its approach to enforcement. If research indicates the need for changes in the Tax Code, the Department can take that into account when developing revenue provisions for inclusion in the Administration’s Budget proposal for the coming fiscal year.

Please let me know if you have any questions about these comments or if there is any additional information that you would like for us to provide.

Sincerely,

Mark J. Mazur

Assistant Secretary (Tax Policy)

cc: Mr. Andrew Finkel, Assistant Director

Text of the comments from U.S. Housing and Urban Development

May 19, 2015

The Department of Housing and Urban Development has recently reviewed your report entitled "Low-Income Housing Tax Credit: Joint IRS-HUD Administration Could Help Address Weaknesses In Oversight (GAO-15-330)." Our comments are provided thematically below.

ENHANCED INTERAGENCY COORDINATION

As we’ve seen through the Rental Policy Working Group launched in 2010, interagency collaboration is important for aligning LIHTC investment with other housing goals and objectives of the federal government. HUD supports consideration of a structure for enhanced interagency coordination on housing policy, including LIHTC. Such a structure could help ensure LIHTC’s alignment with federal housing goals, such as creating affordable housing in areas of high opportunity and fueling reinvestment in high poverty communities.
RESOURCES FOR MONITORING COMPLIANCE, OVERSIGHT AND QAP REVIEW

The report correctly notes that IRS has historically not been appropriated sufficient resources to monitor compliance or conduct oversight or data collection on LIHTC. Without additional resources appropriated by Congress, no agency assigned this responsibility will have sufficient capacity to provide oversight, review QAPs, conduct in-depth research on LIHTC, or collect or analyze tenant level data.

COLLECTING LIHTC DATA

The lack of funding to support the 2008 statutory requirement that HUD gather household level LIHTC tenant data, despite an authorization for $6.1 million in appropriations that were not forthcoming, has created challenges for data collection both for HUD and the state HFAs. To date, many HFAs are still not able to provide complete information because they lack the resources to upgrade their monitoring systems as needed to comply with this mandate. Incomplete reporting and the lack of dedicated funding significantly delayed HUD’s ability to publically release information collected through this effort.

DEVELOPING GOALS AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Any federal agency’s ability to conduct research and evaluation into appropriate goals and measures would require additional resources. HUD’s Office of Policy Development and Research has dedicated research to LIHTC; for example, on the effect of the LIHTC owner opt-out provision (Footnote 1) and the effect of incentives in the state Qualified Allocations Plans on the location of LIHTC properties (Footnote 2), in addition to annual reports on characteristics of properties placed in service and now tenants in LIHTC units. However, additional funding is needed for further research.

Please let me know if I can provide any additional information.

Sincerely,

Katherine M. O’Regan
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May 27, 2015

Mr. Andy Finkel
Assistant Director, Financial Markets and Community Investment
United States Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20001

Dear Mr. Finkel:

Thank you for providing the National Council of State Housing Agencies (NCSHA) the opportunity to comment on the U.S. Government Accountability Office’s (GAO) draft report—Low-Income Housing Tax Credit, Joint IRS-HUD Administration Could Help Address Weaknesses in Oversight. We also appreciate GAO’s outreach to NCSHA and two of our state housing finance agency (HFA) members that allocate the Low Income Housing Tax Credit (Housing Credit) as you conducted your work.
NCSHA has been pleased to cooperate with the GAO on various projects involving the numerous federal housing programs our state HFA members administer, including the Housing Credit. We have high regard for the GAO as an organization and for the people in your housing group with whom we have had the privilege to work.

We believe GAO’s work has contributed significantly to constructive dialogue in Congress over the years about the Housing Credit and other federal housing programs. In fact, we credit your 1997 Housing Credit report for helping to preserve the program in the face of a congressional sunset attempt by dispelling many misconceptions about the program, such as its perceived failure to serve especially low-income households. Your work confirmed that, in reality, a large number of Housing Credit developments were serving households with very and extremely low incomes, incomes well below the program’s statutory income limits.

We must respectfully disagree, however, with GAO’s recommendation in this draft report that Congress transfer some of the Department of Treasury’s and the Internal Revenue Service’s (IRS) oversight responsibilities for the Housing Credit program to the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). We urge you to reconsider this proposal in favor of suggesting instead that Congress, should it determine that more Credit program oversight is needed, build on the tremendous amount of expertise and experience that Treasury and the IRS have developed over their near 30-year administration of the program by devoting more resources to these agencies for this purpose.

We do not believe the answer to any oversight weaknesses that may exist is to transfer oversight responsibilities from Treasury and IRS to HUD, which has virtually no expertise in or experience with the Housing Credit, suffers from its own severe resource constraints, and has received negative evaluations from the GAO and others on its own program oversight. We also think it is precipitous to recommend the transfer of some unknown set of responsibilities from Treasury and IRS to HUD before gaining a deeper understanding of any oversight deficiencies that may exist and developing appropriate responses.

GAO contends that Treasury and IRS oversight of the Housing Credit program and its state administrators has been minimal, the agencies’ data collection efforts insufficient, and their performance assessments lacking. You attribute these alleged shortcomings to the Housing Credit program not being central to Treasury and IRS’ mission and adequately
prioritized within the agencies and to budget cuts that have reduced the agencies’ capacity to oversee the program.

Treasury and IRS, like most federal agencies, would almost certainly benefit from increased resources for program oversight. However, we question whether it is fair of GAO to judge the agencies’ oversight of the Housing Credit program by the amount of data they have collected or number of audits they have conducted, especially in a constrained resource environment, with seemingly little attention to the program’s successful housing results.

NCSHA and Its HFA Members

NCSHA is a national, nonprofit, nonpartisan organization that represents the interests of HFAs before Congress and the Administration. In this capacity, NCSHA works closely not only with the Congress and the White House, but also with the many federal regulatory agencies concerned with housing, including Treasury/IRS, HUD, the Department of Agriculture, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, and the Federal Housing Finance Agency, among others. In addition to our advocacy work, NCSHA structures educational and training sessions for HFAs, offers HFAs technical assistance, and facilitates information exchange among them.

NCSHA represents the HFAs of the 50 states, the District of Columbia, New York City, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. HFAs are governmental and quasi-governmental, nonprofit agencies created by their jurisdictions to address the full spectrum of housing need, from homelessness to homeownership. HFAs are dedicated to their common affordable housing mission, reinvest their earnings in the furtherance of that mission, and are publicly accountable.

HFAs have established over many decades a track record of outstanding performance in affordable housing finance, consistently producing sound and sustainable homeownership and rental housing outcomes. Recognizing HFAs’ strong practices and results, Congress and the Administration have entrusted to states the administration of many federal housing programs, including the Housing Credit, Section 8, the HOME Investment Partnerships (HOME) program, and the Housing Trust Fund. In recent years, Congress and the Administration have also turned to HFAs to run several temporary housing recovery programs.
HFAs administer the Housing Credit in nearly every state. They have consistently earned high marks for their strong Housing Credit administration, including from the GAO, which has commented positively on HFA operations and outcomes in several of its past reports.

HFAs and Treasury/IRS: A Partnership That Works

NCSHA and our HFA members have worked in close partnership with Treasury and IRS since the Housing Credit program’s creation in 1986 to ensure its proper administration. Over these nearly three decades, the Housing Credit has become our nation’s most effective federal housing tool, responsible for the production and preservation of some of the highest quality affordable rental housing ever produced with a federal resource.

NCSHA is in regular contact with the Treasury and IRS officials who oversee the Housing Credit program. We provide extensive input to the agencies on policy and regulatory matters, both through formal and, when appropriate, informal channels.

We have consistently found Treasury and IRS officials to be accessible, responsive, and knowledgeable. Treasury and IRS also reach out to NCSHA proactively to alert us to program interests and concerns and to seek our input and that of our HFA members on policy and administrative matters.

Since the inception of the program, Treasury and IRS officials have consistently participated in NCSHA’s two conferences annually devoted to the Housing Credit, providing HFA Credit staff from around the country the opportunity to meet with them in-person and often privately on all issues relating to Housing Credit allocation and compliance. They also make themselves available to HFA staff to offer advice and counsel throughout the year.

In our view, Treasury, IRS, and the HFAs working with them take our collective Housing Credit oversight responsibilities very seriously. However, we certainly welcome specific suggestions on how HFAs might improve their processes and procedures, as we know Treasury and IRS would.

We urge GAO, however, not to suggest oversight steps that exceed the limits of the Housing Credit law. As you know, Congress in its wisdom designed the Housing Credit program to allow states to determine, within
broad federal mandates and parameters, how to use the Credit to most effectively respond to the housing needs and priorities they identify as the most pressing within their jurisdictions. Congress consciously moved away from the Washington-driven and micromanaged federal housing programs of the past, the program model HUD is most accustomed to overseeing.

Treasury and IRS’ Housing Mission and Priorities

GAO maintains that HUD involvement in the Housing Credit program is needed because HUD’s mission is affordable housing, while Treasury and IRS’ is not. You further assert that Treasury and IRS have many higher priorities than the administration of the Housing Credit.

Though Treasury’s and IRS’ focus is certainly broader than housing, this in no way means these agencies are incapable of effectively executing housing programs. The fact is Treasury and IRS have a substantial concentration within their agencies on housing and, in our experience, rank these efforts highly. During the current Administration, Treasury even appointed a Counselor to the Secretary for Housing Finance Policy to spearhead and coordinate its housing efforts.

Treasury and IRS have successfully designed and operated numerous housing programs over many years. In addition to the Housing Credit, Treasury and IRS have long administered effectively both the single-family and multifamily tax-exempt private activity Housing Bond programs. In fact, the agencies’ expertise in multifamily Housing Bond finance has proven very useful to the administration of the Housing Credit, as 40 percent of Housing Credit production annually is Bond-financed.

Treasury and IRS have also played a large role in recent years in the development and oversight of several housing recovery programs, including the New Investment Bond Program, the Temporary Credit Liquidity Program, the Hardest-Hit Fund program, and the Tax Credit Exchange Program, all run in partnership with HFAs.

Though HUD was supportive of these initiatives, Treasury was the driving force behind them. Parallel efforts by HUD in at least two of these areas were not nearly as successful as the Treasury/IRS efforts. One example of this was HUD’s execution of the Tax Credit Assistance Program (TCAP), a recovery program Congress established to effectively convert Housing Credits to a cash subsidy, so that Credit production could
continue during a temporary failure of the Credit market brought on by the financial crisis. HUD struggled to get this program up and running, while Treasury and the IRS quickly implemented the similarly conceived Tax Credit Exchange Program, which Congress entrusted to them. Part of the delay on HUD’s part can be fairly attributable to the many additional rules the TCAP program was subjected to as a HUD program, but, in our view, the slow start was also due to HUD’s lack of understanding of how the Housing Credit program operates.

Though Treasury and IRS possess a wide range of responsibilities and housing may not be among their top priorities, as GAO contends, this does not mean that the agencies’ Housing Credit efforts are somehow inadequate. All federal agencies are responsible for a multitude of programs and initiatives, to which they assign various levels of priority at different times. Though a particular program may not rank among an agency’s top priorities, this does not suggest that it does not receive the attention and resources it requires. Certainly, we would expect all federal agencies to execute all of their programmatic duties faithfully and responsibly, limited only by resource constraints.

Though HUD as an agency may be more fully dedicated to housing than Treasury and IRS, its housing activities also compete with other agency activities, such as community development. Even HUD’s housing programs are assigned various levels of priority within the department.

GAO asserts that only a small number of people run the Housing Credit program within Treasury and IRS and that some of them have additional responsibilities. The same is true at HUD. Those staff persons working within HUD’s Office of Community Planning and Development, for example, are few in number and work on programs in addition to the HOME program, which HFAs run in most states.

Finally, while NCSHA greatly values our partnership with HUD, it is neither our experience nor that of our HFA members that it exercises its oversight responsibilities over programs HFAs administer in a manner superior to that of other federal agencies, including Treasury and IRS. In fact, we frequently hear from HFAs that HUD operates in a highly bureaucratic manner, sending confusing and conflicting directives to program administrators through its various offices, taking long periods of time to develop and issue program guidance, and even sometimes attempting to assert control over resources and processes that Congress has devolved to state administration.
IRS-Determined Program Goals Are Not Necessary to Assess Achievement

GAO notes that Treasury and IRS have not set goals by which to assess Housing Credit program performance. However, one-size-fits-all goals determined by federal agencies in Washington are not in keeping with the devolved nature of the Housing Credit program.

As mentioned previously, Congress designed the Housing Credit to fulfill a limited but important and appropriate set of federally established public-purpose goals and imperatives, such as income limits and affordability requirements, but left it to the states to determine how to utilize the Credit within these broad parameters to respond most effectively to their unique affordable housing needs and priorities. Due to the decentralized nature of the program, it does not make sense for Treasury and IRS to set national goals for the program.

NCSHA disagrees with GAO’s assertion that congressional decision-makers do not have sufficient information to assess the program’s effectiveness. By several commonly shared performance metrics, the Housing Credit program has proven to be an incredible success, through its unprecedented combination of states’ public-purpose mission, financial acumen, and ingenuity with private sector capital, expertise, and vigilance.

Since the program’s inception, states have financed nearly 2.8 million affordable rental homes using the Credit. The program consistently serves households with incomes far below its statutorily mandated income limits. Not only does the Housing Credit serve low-income families, but it is also instrumental in financing housing for low-income seniors, veterans, persons with disabilities, and persons experiencing homelessness.

The inventory of Housing Credit properties has an outstanding performance record, with only 0.63 percent of Housing Credit developments resulting in foreclosure over the life of the program—an unparalleled record when compared to market rate multifamily properties and other real estate assets.

The equity market for Housing Credits is more diverse and robust than ever, with investors willing to pay record high prices for Credits, resulting in more equity available to properties, which permits states to extend the
reach of the program to especially low-income households and hard-to-
serve areas.

The Credit’s strong performance has earned it bipartisan support at all
levels of government and across the housing industry, with
acknowledgements from both academic and foundation communities.

Joint Administration Would Lead to Unnecessary Red Tape

NCSHA is concerned that introducing HUD as a co-administrator of the
Housing Credit would unnecessarily create a new level of bureaucratic
red tape that could reduce program effectiveness, slow down the
production process, and cause uncertainty for the private sector investors
and developers who are so integral to the Credit’s success. We cannot
conceive of what value HUD could bring that could not be achieved
otherwise by providing additional resources to Treasury/IRS for program
oversight.

As GAO rightly points out, involving HUD in the oversight of the Credit
would require additional resources for HUD—not only to undertake these
new programmatic responsibilities, but also to simply train staff, who
currently have limited knowledge of and experience with the Credit
program.

GAO notes that the level of resources that would be needed for HUD to
perform adequate oversight is not known. Given that this would be an
entirely new program for HUD to administer, we expect those resources
would be substantial and likely considerably more than would be
necessary to invest further in Treasury and IRS’ existing oversight
structure.

In addition, HUD’s traditional and well-entrenched model for program
management is so different than the Treasury and IRS’s that we fear
HUD would impose significant new paperwork, reporting, and compliance
requirements on HFAs that would frustrate state administration and
increase costs for all.

We are also not convinced that Congress would provide new resources to
HUD for Housing Credit oversight, especially in the current budgetary
environment. In fact, recent experience suggests that Congress would not.
When Congress passed the Housing and Economic Recovery Act (HERA) of 2008, for example, it required state agencies administering the Housing Credit to submit demographic and economic data on Housing Credit tenants to HUD, so that HUD could process and report that information. As GAO’s draft report points out, HERA authorized $6 million to support this effort, but Congress has never appropriated these funds. States and HUD have done their best to provide this information, but they have done so using existing resources, which has made the process more difficult and has diverted resources from other activities.

With regard to HUD’s interest in the administration of the Housing Credit, we are not surprised, as HUD has looked for ways to impose itself on Housing Credit administration since the program’s start. And, frankly, we understand why HUD would seek to control the greatest single federal producer of affordable rental housing in this country, especially as its other program resources shrink.

Congress got it right when it turned away from Washington-driven, highly bureaucratic housing programs in its design of the Housing Credit and its assignment of its oversight to Treasury and IRS. We believe strongly that Congress’ decision to entrust responsibility for the Housing Credit to Treasury/IRS in partnership with the states is the reason for the program’s enduring success.

If there are problems with the Housing Credit administration, let us all work together to define and solve them within the existing program framework Congress so wisely established.

Sincerely,

Barbara J. Thompson

Executive Director
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